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The Earth Shall Be Full Qf The Knowledge Qf The Lerd As The Waves Cover The Sea.—isa, 11:9,
'SOME TRUST I N CHARIOTS AND SOME I N HORSES; BUT W E WILL REMEMBER THE NAME OF THE LORD OUR GOD."—Psa, 20:7.

VOLUME X.

ABILENE, KANSAS, NOVEMBER 15, 1897.

NUMBER 22

LOOKING UNTO JESUS.

testimony of another. Do we look
UR attention needs often be unto Jesus? Do we look for Him?
Where do we expect to see him? Is
called to a simple word of inEDITORIAL.
our Christ some man or woman who
Items, Looking unto Jesus
373 struction by the apostle
to the
has had a wonderful experience but
Special Mention,
\ . . 386
He said, "lookOar Times. Exchange Clippings, Etc .392 Hebrew brethren.
who, instead of looking after and
ing unto Jesus." Our future des
POETRY.
growing unto the full stature of
In Everything Give Thanks
37-1 tiny will undoubtedly hinge upon Christian man or womanhood, is
Thy Brother
389 our compliance to this simple statecontent to deal continually with
Little Maidens
390
ment. We are inclined to forget childish things? Child-likeness—not
ESSAYS.
that on the calender of time we are childishness—is a characteristic of
Born From Above, J. G. Cassel
374
Our Life History, W. R. Smith
375 1800 years from the Christ-life on fully developed Christ-life.
ChildSpn Remember in thy Lifetime, 0?.
earth.
likeness
is
desii-able;
but
childishS. Grim
375
The Prayer of Faith, M. I.Jones
375
Can we, through the power of ness is not expedient in that which
Born of Water, David Engle, sr
376 vision, bring him into our midst— is to be the reflector of a perfect
The Life MoreAbundant, V. D. David.377
Experience, C. D. Era
379 the very Christ who walked the hills image.
and vales of Galilee and scanned the
FROM CORRESPONDENTS.
"Looking unto Jesusf
"Follow
Susanna Kauffman
381 scenes which we hold s» sacred in me;" I am the way."
These are the
Extracts From Private Letters
381 memory because of Him? In the ensigns upon which the eye of the
SELECTIONS
midst of our zeal, our fiery efforts at humble are fixed. When they see
The First Thanksgiving Dinner
381
soul-saving,
our enthusiasm for holi- these envolving from behind the
The Story of Thanksgiving
381
Why am I a Christian?
381 ness and purity of heart and life, mists and fogs of human unfixedness,
CHURCH NEWS
•
would we welcome the Christ of then they are glad. I t is not God's
Local Church News
387 Nazareth into our assemblies? Would desigu that we should continue to
F r o m the Field
387 not his very august presence some- revel in the things which are perH E A L T H AND HOME
385
times calm the raging enthusiasm fectly in order for "babes and suckMISSIONARY
389
and quell the billows of emotion lings." Upward and onward is the
OUR YOUTH
390
play havoc in battle-cry! A fixedness of purpose;
OUR TIMES—OBITUARY, Etc
391 which too frequently
the assemblies of the saints? O that a calmness of testimony; a soundOur hope is not in death; neither the man of Galilee would be allowed ness of mind-these are the characteris it in the grave; but it is in the to inject his "Peace be still." He istics of the Christ and are expected
resurrection. Jesus rose triumphant who did "not strive nor cry; neither to be seen to a greater or less deover death and hell.
He passed shall his voice be heard in the gree in the sanctified soul.
At the Jordan, in the Wilderness;
through these—bearing the cor- streets" might perchance be "hidden
responding penalty
for sin—in away" in many modern enthusiastic in the guest-chamber or synagogue;
"Follow me," Jesus by the sea-side or on mountain
order that He might bring life to assemblies.
slopes; by the afflicted, fever stricken,
the world. 0 how we are indebted himself said.
We joy with our Master to hear or the dead; pressed upon by the
to God.
the cries—even shouts—of "babes anxious multitudes or hidden away
"But drops of grief can ne'er repay
The debt of love I owe."
and sucklings." Out of their mouths in solitude; by the well at noon-day
doeth He perfect praise. But let us or in company with an inquiring
For no one does it go harder to look unto Jesus; let us follow Him. ruler by night; at the feast or by
retract than a religious fanatic. Is He my example in meekness, in the tomb of the mourner; in the
Men will run out on certain lines of zeal, in quietude, in love? Do I fol- garden, before the tribunal, or on
error with all the zeal that a blend- low the rabble—the tumultuous the cross—these are scenes to which
ing of light and darkness can inspire throDg, leaving the Christ as a mat- we should look to see God manifest
to; yet when the climax is reached ter of second or third or fourth in the flesh. Will we have this man
(Christ) to rule over us? or shall it
and light breaks forth, it seems not sight?
possible that the sweet morsel (?)
We are scarcely conscious how be some enthusiast whom we can see
be cast aside. '" Is this one of the that we are led into the emotional with our eyes, hear with our ears,
manifestations of self?
by the agencies of song, prayer, or and our hands can handle?
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IN EVERYTHING GIVE THANKS.
When hope's bright pictured bowers of joy
Are light, and fair, and nigh,
When favoring gales their power employ
To glad thy trusting eye,
Bring then an offering, pure, of praise,
His holy altar near,
Who gently crowns thy blissful days,
And guards from harm and fear.
When angry winds and threatening storms,
Reveal to watchful sight,
The wreck that all of earth transforms,
And shrouds in fearful blight,
"Give thanks," for on the troubled wave,
That now would thee o'erwhelm,
The heavenly Pilot walks to save,
Yield him thy barque—thy helm.
"Give thanks," disciple, that thy heart,
From faithless hold is driven;
"Give thanks," though every joy depart,
Thy treasure is in heaven;
"Give thanks," if by the cheerless stream
Of death, no light allure,
Redeeming love will shortiy beam—
God's covenant is sure.
—Harriet Mallard.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.

"BORN FROM ABOVE.

I

T is very important, in our Eible
study, to notice the difference between God's dealings with man
under the law and under the gospel.
I n the law He says, "Ye shall keep
my statutes and my judgments;
which if a man do, he shall live in
them." Lev. 18:5. The failure to
do was followed by the curse. In
the gospel it is, "He that believeth
on the Son hath everlasting life."
Jno. 3:36. The law says, "Thou
shalt" and "Thou shalt not." The
Gospel says, "If ye love me, keep
my commandments." Jno. 14:15.
The law could not give life, although it promised to do so upon
the faithful fulfillment of all its requirements.
Gal. 3:12, 21.
Its
weakness lay in man's failure to
keep it. Rom. 8:3. I t could confer nothing but the curse. Gal. 3 :
10. The gospel begins by giving
life—the very point where the law
failed. I t is not do and live in the
gospel, but live and do. Life first,
and then doing as the fruit or expression of that life.
The "must" of the law is almost
entirely excluded from the Gospel.
I will, however, call attention to two
important instances when it is used.

1. The Son of man came into the expect from ourselves.
If we have
world to save that which was lost. any life, it cannot. be through our
In order to accomplish this, He natural birth, but through a new,
"must suffer many things, and be divine birth. This is the truth
rejected of the elders, and of the which the gospel sets forth so clearchief priests and scribes and be ly. "If any man be in Christ, he is
killed, and after three days rise a new creature, (or, there is a new
again.'"
Mark 8:31. The suffer- creation); old things are passed
ing, death and resurrection of our away; behold, all things are become
Lord were absolutely necessary for new." 2 Cor. 5:17.
The old—
the salvation of man. There is no what we are by nature—is all set
other way. Out of His death alone aside.
The new—that which is
springs life.
born of the Spirit—is all divine.
2. The Gospel proposes to give This is not hard to understand if we
life to those who are dead in tress- believe in the total depravity of man.
passes and sins. The manner in If, however, we take it for granted
which it is bestowed is through re- that there is a spark of the divine in
generation. "Ye must be borne fallen man, then our energies will
from above," Jno. 3:7. This is be expended in trying to cultivate
absolute. Let no one trifle or dis- that, and there will be no necessity
for the new birth.
pute here.
There is a close relationship beI hope none of my readers have
tween the necessity of Christ's death fallen into this error. The Lord
and the necessity of the new birth. Jesus knows what man is, and He
I n Christ's conversation with Nico- said, even to a master in Israel, "Ye
demus, He said not only, "Ye mutt must be born again." I t is not
be born'from above," but also, "As reformation, but regeneration, that
Moses lifted up the serpent in the is needed.
wilderness, even so must the Son of
"How can these things be?" As
man be lifted up."
we have looked to the cross to see
The strange requirement that one God's estimate of, and dealings with,
must be born again startled Nico- the old man, we must look there also
demus. "How can a man be » born to receive life—the new, eternal life.
when he is old? he exclaimed. The Through the death of Christ, life
Lord answered, "Except a man be flows down to us. "Except a grain
born of water and of the Spirit, he of wheat fall into the ground and
cannot enter into the kingdom of die, it abideth alone: but if it die,
God. That which is born of the it bringeth forth much fruit." Jno.
flesh is flesh ; and that which is born 12:24. "And I, if I be lifted up
of the spirit is spirit."
from the earth, will draw all men
Ah, dear reader, it is not that our unto me." Jno. 12:32. The Son
old self is to be born over again, but of man D^ust be lifted up, "that whothere is to be a new birth, a new soever believeth in Him should not
creation. I t is in no sense the re- perish, but have eternal life." Jno.
forming or making over of the old. 3:14, 15. He was not only lified
Flesh is what we are by our first up to bear our sins, but also to give
Sins put away is not
birth, and it can never be converted us life.
into spirit. Flesh and spirit are op- enough; we must be quickened —
Justificaposed to one another. Gal. 5:17. made alive—born again.
"Flesh and blood cannot inherit the tion sets us right with God's law:
kingdom of God."
1 Cor. 15:50. regeneration makes us children of
If we want to know God's estimate God. I t is through believing that
of the flesh, we must look to the we are born from above. Believe
cross of Jesus.
He died not for the whole truth concerning the lifted
Himself, but for us. Crucifixion up Christ. Accept His death in
was the only remedy for the flesh. your stead; see Him raised from the
He died for all, therefore all died. dead as your life; receive the gift
2 Cor. 5:14, (E. Y.) "Our old of eternal life through Him; look,
man was crucified with Him." Eom. and live. "He that believeth on the
6:6, (E. V.) Then if we were cruci- Son hath everlasting life." "As
fied with Him, we have nothing to many as received Him, to them gave
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He power to become the sons of For the EVANGELICAL VISITOJI.
of their life-book with every minute
God, even to them that believe on
detail of their sin and rebellion
OUE LIFE HISTOEY.
His name." J n o . 1:12. "Ye are
against God, and then at last expect
HAT a wonderful record each to receive only good from him.
all the children of God, by faith in
one of us are busily engaged
Christ Jesus."
Gal. 3:26. I t is a
Vain delusion: for, if ui-.forgiven,
in filling up with deeds incident to the great light of the judgment will
mystery, but it is a reality.
reveal their true condition and proThe written word is an important our life-work here on earth.
factor in bringing about the new
Every day we turn a pure white claim their everlasting banishment
birth. I t must be preached before leaf whereon we write an exact ac- from heaven I t will be too late
it can be believed. "Faith cometh count of all our doings, whether then to have the mistakes of the life
by heariug, and hearing by the word good or evil. Unconscious though record covered and forgiven in the
of God." We are born by the word we may be of the fact now, yet the only safe way in which it can be
—not the mere letter, of course, but life history we are making, will at done, by a method trat is all divine,
the word made life by the Spirit— last, when our characters are com- even through the precious blood of
the spirit-word. Jesus said, "The pleted, decide our final destiny for redeeming grace.
words that I speak unto you, they weal or woe. How important then
Yes, there is a blessed hope for
are spirit and they are life." "It is each word and act becomes, that we all who have been w riting out the
the s p i r t that quickeneth," "Born write in the book of our life when sinful history of their lives; for
of the Spirit." "Born by the word." fraught with such great and eternal while the past cannot be changed, it
"Being born again, not of corrupt- interests. Shall we then make it a can be forgiven on repentance; and
ible seed, but of incorruptible, by book of golden deeds that we will the after pages may tell of a faiththe word of God, which hveth and read with pleasure when finished, or ful service of glowing deeds of love
abideth forever." 1 Pet. 1:23. "Of one that brings only shame, sorrow for the divine Master.
His own will begat H e us with the and despair to the heart. We may To-day turn over a new, clean
word of truth."
think that much of the past record leaf in your life history. At the top
"Beloved, new are we the sons of is forgotten and gone forever, but of the page write, "My life and all
God; and it doth not yet appear often a silent passing thought, a for Jesus." Let go of the past and
what we shall be." 1 Jno. 3:2. I t word, or a present scene brings forget it so far as you can. The
is indeed a blessed privilege to be a vividly before the mind a long bur- bright future and heaven is before
son of God now, to have God as our ied page from memory, and we re- you. So run that you may win the
reward that lies at the end of the
Father, to be delivered from the view it with joy or sorrow.
guilt and bondage of sin, and to As Pilate said on one occasion, race.
May each of us complete our life
have a sure place prepared in our "What I have written, I have writ
Father's house. But there is some- ten," so will the deeds and words record here on earth with a triumthing more glorious than this yet to we have written in our life histories phant shout of victory as we pass
be realized. Now it is our privilege remain unchangeable and confront sweeping through the gates ajar into suffer with Christ, to be rejected, us at the great, fiual tribunal of di- to the city of our God.
to endure affliction, to bear persecu- vine justice, when all shall be rew . E. SMITH.
tion, to rejoice in tribulation, to be warded according as their works Coy.ville, Kas.
pilgrims and strangers in the earth. have been.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
Now we walk by faith. B u t "when
How many dark blotted pages of "SOU, EEMEMBEE IN THY LIFE TIME."
Christ, who is our life, shall appear, the past record do we wish were
then shall we also appear with Him erased; and yet they stand as silent
N this life, memory takes perhaps
in glory." Col. 3:4. We shall be witnesses of our wicked acts and
half its recollections from heavenglorified together. The Sons of words in the loner ago, when we once
and the other half from
ly
places,
g°>
God are not yet manifested, but gloried in them.
iniquity and hell. Like
places
of
they shall be when Jesus comes.
O wonderful book—that recounts a l l o t h e r g i f t g o f G o d j i t o a n be used
Rom. 8:19. We wait for the adop- the deeds and perils of our fleeting
tion, the redemption of our body. existence on these storm swept and it can also be misused or abused,
There are times in our life when
Bom. 8:23. When that takes place,
shores of time, as we engage in the we would be willing to drop all
then'we shall be like Him, and fill
stirring scenes and conflicts that memories of past bliss, if we could
our places bodily in the family of
crowd the battle-plain of life.
lose all memory of the things which
God.
How astonished the bright shin- we regret. Memory is the battle•'Children of God! oh, glorious calling,
ing ones of the glory land must be, field where recollections, both blessed
Surely His grace will keep us from falling; as they behold poor dying, mortal and cursed, enter into contest for
Passing from death to life at His call,
With some persons evil
men writing in acts a history that victory.
Blessed salvation once for all."
will forever condemn them to an memories predominate, making havoc
J. G. CASSEL.
and destruction in the soul; while
eternity of sorrow.
Los Angeles, Cal.
How blinded by sin men are that others will not cease to hear heaven
they
toil on year after year in an ly hallelujahs and songs seraphic.
"The momentary deludes; only
Little by little, slowly but surely,
evil
course,
staining the fair pages
the eternal satisfies and comforts."
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we learn that perhaps the sin wehas the faith and trust of a child, their sins, be hidden away in Him
commit at the present moment may and can always depend on an answer in faith, trust, and perfect love
be that accursed act in our memory to prayer, knowing our requests that casts out all fear.
which will be the turning point reach our Father's ear. The answer
M. I. JONES.
that takes us to destruction. We does not always come in our way or Abilene, Kas.
are all storing up memories day by as we expect, but it is sure in God's For t h e EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
day; memories of duties done, or way; and we always find that to be
BORN OF WATER.
duties neglected; of opportunities the best.
improved or opportunities evaded;
I am not concerned whether this
H E S E are words spoken by Jesus
of temptations resisted and over- meets the sight of the journalist or
in conversation with Nicodemus.
come or temptations that have con- not; but I do p^ay it may be a We read of four births; (John 1:15)
quered us; of words uttered by us means of encouraging some dear and so there are also four baptisms.
that have been holy benedictions or soul to trust God more. My heart First, the baptism of repentance;
cruel anathemas. The one kind lin- aches that spiritual darkness seems Second, baptism of the spirit; Third,
ger in our recollections as singing to be on the increase among even baptism of water; Fourth, the bapthe songs of peace and gladness; well read people. Oh that they tism of suffering. Now the first, or
while the other have a voice that could once see the blessedness of so baptism of repentance, is in quesg >ads us to madness and despair. standing in God's love, that we tion. This is also called the bapSon, remember!
can be made to know in a moment tism of John.
any errand He grants us the privilege
GEORGE S. GRIM.
Now John means "grace or mercy
Louisville, Ohio.
of performing.
of the Lord" and is none other but
I have no doubt that the man who Elias (Matt. 11:11) who was sent
For the EVANGELICAL VIRITOB.
met you on the street with God's to prepare the way of the Lord, and
TEE PRAYER OF FAITH.
money felt as much joy in present- make his path straight. John also
ing
it as you did in another evidence preached repentance; and when the
Dear Brother:—I
feel strongly
led to a few remarks on what "'a of answered prayer. Could we only people asked him what they should
prominent journalist wrote" in re-stop to think a moment that all do, he said; "He that hath two coats
gard to your prayer and faith. 1 money placed in our care could be let him impart to him that hath
did think that in this Christian taken from us by God's power, that none, and he that hath meat let him
country everyone who believed there one-tenth is all He asks of us; that do likewise."-Luke 3:10 -15. When
own—we Jesus was baptized, John's mission
is a God certainly believed that H e it is Holy money—His
would
surely
be
more
like
Phillip, was fulfilled, namely, "That H e
could do all thing?, even to the
answering of prayer now, with just ready to run to do His bidding when should be made manifest in Israel,
the same power as in days of old, the sure impression comes. I don't therefore I am come baptizing with
long before He sent Jesus into the intend to hint that a tenth is all we water."-Jno. 1:31 35. John could
world to die for us, that through should give; but I know if we obey not get away from the people until
His perfect sacrifice we might obtain in giving that only,we,get blessings the Lord permitted Herod to p u t
out of all proportion to our giving him to prison; so the people got
a full salvation.
God His own. May H e bless all
But I am glad there are condi- who depend on Him, and may we weaned from him and become more
tions that must be met before "we so each grow daily a little nearer the and better acquainted with Jesus.
pray that we can depend on a loving real Christ-life.
But John's baptism still went on ;
answer. First we must be clean,
though Jesus never baptized with
wholly so, in thought, word and
Glory to His name! I am so glad water.—Jno.4:2. That was not his
deed, and perfectly submissive to all that "trust in God" not only "beats mission. H e was that true lijjht
the will of God concerning us; in- luck and science," but it is above all which lighteth every man that Comdeed choosing and enjoying His earthly honors, riches, and enjoy- eth into the world.—Jno. 1:9.
will rather than our own under all ments that can possibly be gained
At Jacob's well the Samaricircumstances.
Always in com- or indulged in. May those who are tan woman said, Give me this water
munion with the Father through the only half believing it possible to sothat I thirst not, neither come hither
indwelling presence of the Holy trust a loving Father be led toto draw. Jesus then began to pour
Ghost, having a constant knowledge prayerfully study God's word and out and (the first cup) said, "Go
that the blood of Jesus cleanses us learn therein to so serve Him that call thy husband and come hither."
from all sin, loving our neighbors as they may be ready to meet Jesus, The first cup opened her eyes that
ourselves, yet being entirely separate our coming King, is the heartfelt she could see that He was a prophet.
from worldly conformity in every prayer of one who longs to see God's (Jno. 4:15, 16.).
sense of the word.
spirit poured out on t h e people.
But to return to Nicodemus. T h e
While it is not a life of cushioned Glory to our God! His true children next day after Jesus was baptized he
ease by any means, it is a life so iu~l want neither notoriety or seek for commenced calling his disciples.
of peace and perfect joy that no out- any praise of man: but seek only to The second day he started for Galiward trials can disturb the man or hold up a perfect Saviour that sin- lee. The third day he was present
woman that is wholly the Lord's, ners may come to, and, turning from at the marriage in Cana. Soon
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after, be goes up to Jerusalem and divers ways, in dreams, in visions, fied. I said a great many things
drives sheep and oxen, etc., out of and by sending His angels. (Heb. about'the power of Jesus, but H i s
the temple. This caused a great 1:7.) Truly converted Christians power wasn't manifested in my life.
commotion in the city. The Jews preach all that John the Baptist I tried to keep my temper down,
wanted a sign, seeing that he does preached, as quoted in Luke 3:10- but I couldn't. People used to say,
these things, but he referred them 19; and if there is anything more, "Suppress your temper, keep it
to his resurrection. (Jno. 2:15-18.) let people do as Zacheus did—pay down, keep it down." I found the
This was not satisfactory to Nicode- their just debts which were con- old man was much stronger than
mus. He comes to Jesus by night. tracted by unjust means.
myself. Many told me to confess
DAVID EXGLE, SB.
This was about the time that John's
my sins to Jesus, and H e would
baptism was at its height. We also Mount Joy, Pa.
forgive them, these sins would be
read that when Jesus was asked who [NOTE.—There seems to be no Scripture cleansed away.
They taught me
gave him such power, he also asked contradictory to the thought that the "water" to keep sin under, keep it under,
referred to by Jesus is the "Word"—which
them from whence John's baptism gives life to and begets them that believe on keep it under, suppress it; suppress
came. But t^ey very shrewdly an- Him—symbolizing the spirit of which the it, watch, watch. I never underswered that they did not know.
stood it. I said, "Yes, I am trying.
believers should partake.—ED.]
Yes, I have been watching. I have
No doubt Nicodemus wished to
THE LIFE MOKE ABUNDANT.
been trying to keep it under, and I
have a long conversation, but Jesus
can not." I gave up all preaching,
knew what he wanted and said, "ExBY V. D. DAVID,
I gave up all books. 1 took the
cept a man be born again he caunot
(CONCLUDED.)
Bible and I went to the cinnamon
see the kingdom of God." NicodeW E N T about preaching for
mus knew of no other birth but of
ten garden in Colombo, Ceylon, alone
or eleven years. But I had my before God, and I said, "Lord,
the flesh; but Jesus here speaks of
a birth of water and of the spirit. ups and downs in my life. Six o'clock teach me and show me myself, and
Now John did not baptize vipers. I would be alright, stven o'clock all if there is any deliverance." The
He looked for fruits meet for repent- wrong, and so on; ten o'clock up on wonderful God opened my eyes. I
ance. John's looter baptism ended the mountain, eleven o'clock down went to the right college, the theoafter the day of Pentecost. We read in the valley. Sometimes I would logical class at the feet of Christ.
that the law and the prophets prophe- suppress my temper, but at last the Afterwards, I shut myself in my
sied until Jotm. (Matt. 11:13.) temper would come out. Sometimes room, and I began to search the
Again, "The law and the prophets I felt as if I were in heaven, but at Scriptures on my knees. First,
were until John: since that time the other times I would feel as if I was I studied 'hearts.'
I t did me
kingdom of God is preached."-Luke in hell. I did not know how to get lots of good. I saw the photograph
16:16. I n the case of Apollos, he rid of besetting sins. I went to of my heart clearer than I ever did
was instructed in the way of the many for help, but did not get anybefore, when I began to study
If anybody said anything hearts, viz: Proud heart, willing
Lord, knowing only the baptism of help.
against
my
preaching, I used to call heart, obedient heart, upright heart,
J o h n ; whom when Aquila and Priscilla had heard, they took him uuto for a policeman ; I couldn't bear it. perfect heart, stony heart, soft heart,
them and expounded the way of God What a terrible temper I had! Very crooked heart, more than 140 kinds
more perfectly. (Acts 18:24-28.) often I used to break small things of hearts, — it took about four
Many such like references might be in my house. Once I came home months to go through this one submade but let one more suffice for the with my salary, and my wife was ject. After finding out about hearts,
present. Read Acts 19:1-5. Now I standing just outside the door. As I began to search the Word to
comes the mystery. The disciples soon as 1 came in sight she asked understand 'cleansing.'
Glory be
were undoubtedly all baptized with me if I had received my salary. At to God, I found the Lord puts every
the baptism of John, (possibly once I lost my temper. I threw all unclean thing outside of the heart.
Judas was not) because they be- the money into the house, and off I The old man was crucified with
lieved John's preaching and mani- went to confess my sins to God. I
Him.—P. V. Pom. 6:6. What
fested fruits, following Jesus and used to vent my fury on things near
about self? Gal. 2:20, on the cross.
believing on him.
me when irritated, and felt sorry What about the flesh? the flesh with
afterwards. Once, I remember, I
The disciples were converted but took hold of a chicken and dashed the passions and lust thereof? On
the cross.—P. V. Gal. 5:24. What
had not yet been baptized with the
it on the floor. When my school- about temper and all such things?
Holy Ghost. ( J n o . 7:39) Jesus
boys did not do their lessons well, I All to be put away.—Eph. 4:31.
sent them out and gave them power
used to screw their ears, and to beat What about weights?
Weights
to cast out devils, heal the sick, etc.
them, sometimes unjustly.
After- should be set aside.—Heb. 12:1.
Now do not understand me to say
that no one ever had received or ward, I knew that I had made a The Lord showed me one by one
possessed the Holy Ghost. The great mistake, that I ought not to that all things ought to be expected
prophets and holy men of God spake have done it. I used to preach, but to be outside, not inside. I thought
through the teachings of the Holj my life was inconsistent. I preach- they must be inside, but the Lord
Ghost. God manifested Himself in ed sanctification, but I wasn't sancti- taught me that they were ail to be
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put outside.
I had been taught
that these things should be expected
inside of one's heart till death, and
that they should be kept under.
Some said, "Jesus keeps them
under." I found these teachings to
be unscriptural when I compared
them with the Word of God. The
Lord showed me that' all uncleanness was outside.
I just found
chapter and verse for everything.
Then I understood the truth, that
all uncleanness was to be outside,
Christ only within; but I didn't
know how to take that truth into my
life. I thought I was presumptuous to believe that way. The Lord's
words were clear, and I knew that
there was no mistake about it. I
understood it. Moreover, I learned
that the cleansing can be obtained
only by simple faith.—Acts. 15:9.
I believed all this right enough, but
I did DO! claim it and give thanks
for it.
I went on like this until one day,
after preaching, I met a Salvation
Army captain.
He was not an
educated man, but he was a practical
man. He had this life more abundant, but he couldn't teach it, although he lived it out. That man
said, ''David, friend, come here. I
see you have good material.
I
heard your preaching.
You are
strong, you have a good voice, but
do vou know there is one thing
lacking?" I said, "What is i t ? "
"You haven't the fire
as yet,
except the s t r a n g e fire."
I
Eaid, "What makes you say that?
tell me."
He said, "My dear
brother, unless you get the life more
abundant, you may preach as much
as you like, but you can not win
souls for Christ; you may preach
and preach and preach, but all will
be vain. You have all the materials; only one thing is lacking in
you; as soon as you get the fire you
will be a different man, and souls
will be converted.
I said, " I
thought I had fire." He said "No;
shall I give you the symptoms of
your need?
Don't you lose your
temper very often now?" "Yes."
"Whenever people don't like your
preaching, and if they say any thing
agaiust you, don't you wish sometimes that some one would go and
knock them on the head?" I said,
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"O, yes, I do; I don't want to knock
them, but if someone else would do
it, I would like it." He said, "Don't,
you get tired of preaching?
When
you preach once or twice don't you
get tired?" "Yes, 1 can't preach
more than twice, As soon as I get
home I have chest pain, sore throat,
etc." "Do you get any answer to
prayer?" "Very seldom." I saw
he understood a great deal about
this life.
I said, "I haven't it;
what am I to do?"
H e said, " I
will show you the way. I don't
know how to teach you, but go to
God and be honest, and you shall
have this baptism of the Holy
Ghost.'' I went with him to his
house and he left me with God in
an upper room between eleven and
twelve o'clock at night. I knelt
down and the Lord began to search
me. He brought one thing after
another out of my heart. First, He
showed all the filthiness, all the
pride, self, evil, doubt, backbiting,
not paying my debts. He brought
all that to me. ( I paid all my
debts afterwards; it took about four
years. I made restitution for all
the thiDgs I owed.
Some people
did not understand; some of them
said, "You don't owe us anything."
I said, "I know I owe you, because
I bought of you rice cake when I
was a little boy and didn't pay for
it." My wife helped me a great
deal by saving up the monthly
salary so as to pay all the debts.)
Then the Lord God said to me,
"David, are you willing to consecrate yourself?"
"Yes, Lord."
"Everything?". " E v e r y t h i n g."
And He brought one thing after
aaother in this way:
"Are you
willing to leave your- situation if I
ask you?"
I was quite willing.
"W7ould you go to Africa to be
eaten by cannibals?" I was willing to do even that. Then the Lord
said "Would you leave your wife at
home and go anywhere?"
O, I
wasn't willing! It was very hard
to leave my dear wife behind and
go anywhere. Then a fight went
on in my heart; 1 didn't want to
yield that; but the Lord brought
Ciirist very prominently before me,
and He said that He must be first,
and my wife in the second place.
Then He brought before me the re-

sponsibility of heathen souls, Mohammedans, Buddhists and others.
"David, are you willing to leave all
to win souls?" Then it came to
me, "What am I to do? The Lord
will take care of my wife," and I
said, "O, Lord, I am willing to
leave my wife behind and go anywhere." Then the struggle ceased.
"Would you like to become as the
dust of Colombo for my sake?"
Yes, I am willing.
The Lord
searched me through and through.
The struggle ceased; and I waited a
little longer, as I was expecting to
get the fire from above. When the
disciples were ready, the Holy Ghost
fell upon them; so I thought
I would
also
get the baptism the same way. I waited and
waited and waited; I got tired, but
no fire came. I couldn't pray any
longer. I determined by hook or
crook I must have this power. I
said I wouldn't leave that room
until I received this baptism. I
said, "Do what you like with me
Lord; take David in your hand. Do
what you like. I am willing to go
anywhere, to do anything, only give
me this abundant life, this power to
win souls." I was waiting there on
my knees, when suddenly all struggle ceased. I didn't get any feeling in my heart, I said, "O, Lord
God, Thou art mine, and I am
Thine." I took Him at His Word.
I stood up. I didn't feel anything.
As I took Him at His Word for salvation, so I took Him at His word for
cleansing and for this abundant life.
I went home; my wife was sleeping;
I knocked at her door. I said, " I
have consecrated my life • fully to
the Lord. She said, "You had already consecrated yourself." "No,"
I said, " I hadn't, but I am fully
consecrated now. If the Lord wants
me to leave you and go anywhere,
I will go." I t gave her a shock,
but she said nothing: against it. I
went to bed. The following day I
went to church, and as soon as the
service was over the Lord seemed to
speak to me and say, "Speak to that
Catechist just in the public street."
At. once I obeyed. I spoke to that
man at once. As soon as I obeyed
Him I didn't know where I was
standing. His mighty power was
manifested through me. I received
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the abundant life the previous night, power. Two years ago, I was in-convention lasted for ten days, daily
but the power was manifested vited to go to Travanoore,South India, meetings lasted twelve hours, somethrough me the following day, after to hold missions among the Syrians. times fifteen hours. A Mr. J . H.
obedience. — A c t s . 5:32.
I went When I got there first, the money Bishop was helping us in taking
home and preached in the some old question arose. This is the diffi- aftermeetiugs. The Lord did more
way, but I found it was with quite a culty everywhere.
I find many than we expected. More than ten
different power. People fell down who call themselves filled with the thousand people were converted
and cried for mercy, saying, "O, Holy Ghost are still under the within three months. People were
save me Lord!" I found at once power of money, and they are like filled with the Holy Ghost. Women
His abundant life in me, and Hisflies which have lost their wings in got up and preached.
Many
anointing on me. My mother be- molasses. Those Syrians wanted to praised the Lord with dancing.
gan to cry, and the joy of the Lord know how we were going to get Many priests asked us: "What is
rilled the house. I did not wait for money to meet our expenses. Bro. this?" We said, "The same power
my breakfast but went out to preach. Wadsworth, a Tamilan, and a true as at Pentecost." Men kissed each
Many fell down and were converted. yokefellow, had joined me in the other. Priests fell down and cried
Some of the men were converted work. We said, "He who sent #s for mercy. Many made open conunder the trees.
With some I over here will certainly supply our fession.
Sick people were healed.
knelt down in the street side by side need; so please take no collection In one case, a man who was at the
in prayer, while men and the car- for us, or any subscription." This point of death was healed instantly
riages were passing.
The Lord language they did not understand. by the power of Jesus. People bemade it clear to me, saying, ''David,
Well we bagan our work in- their gan to bring sick from different
let go your work; I will send you churches; we went through twenty- villages to be healed, but the Lord
anywhere and everywhere." I let two churches.
Many thousands stopped us, so as not to encourage
go my situation and everything. were converted, and the Lord did that, because they were making
God said, " I am your money, and I supply all our needs; money came much of us, and were looking at us
am your treasurer, and I will look to us, we did not go for it.
with great surprise. On the tenth
after your wife and family." I
day,
when we bade good-bye, they
At the close of those three months,
obeyed at once without conferring the Lord put it into our minds to fell upon our hands and cried with
with flesh and blood.—Gal. 1:16. have a convention for the deepening loud voice. Many people put money
My dear wife did not see eye to eye of spiritual life. We chose a spot in my pockets, until with the weight
with me with regard to my leaving according to His guidance. The of the money I could hardly walk.
the mission field, and going to spot was in the bed of a river near a Then a man asked me if I would give
preach the Gospel without fixed place called Marharamana, the seat him my key. I said, "Are you consalary. This made a great stir in my of the Syrian's Metropolitan.
verted ? If so, I will trust you with
family. As I was quite sure of my
The first day of our convention my key." H e took my box and put
calling, I made no delay, nor did I wag a day of great confusion, for inside 147 rupees, more than $10.
confer- with flesh and blood, but those who came to the convention There was no collection, no money
obeyed His order. First the Lord from distant places were greatly subscribed, but a work of the Holy
made me begin my work at Jeru troubled when they saw the sky Ghost. Then I asked God what to
salem, that is, in the place where I was darkened with the gathering of do with the money. God said, "Apwas living, in Ceylon, among the black clouds.
They thought the point workers under you, after takTamil and Singhalese.
God didrain was going to fall in torrents, ing what is needed for you both."
great things among them. Many- and there was no hope to have this I began with one worker; then I had
were converted and returned to the convention in the open air under a two; then three. Now the Lord has
Lord.
H e supplied all my need rough shed they had erected as a given me six workers. There is no
without any collection or subscrip- protection against the burning sun. fund, but the Lord supplies all my
tion. Money came to me through They began to doubt God's guidance need. Trustful life!
the post sometimes.
1 did not concerning the convention, asking
My dear brother, my dear sister,
know from whom the money came. if Go'd had ordained the meeting worker, minister, pastor, when the
This cleared my wife's mind, and should take place here, would H e Lord God Almighty fills you with
she saw the leading of the Lord was send this rain to stop the work? this power, this wonderful life, this
true. Afterwards, He sent me with But the Lord gave us assurance to glorious life, when you possess this,
Mr. Grubb to Australia, England, tell them that the rain would not all will be right. Do you want this
Scotland and Ireland, where H e fall, and that the few drops that life, this abundant life? Now, come
took care of me and fitted me to had fallen were but a token of great to the point. Have you got Him?
stand the climate and food, and gave Pentecostal showers, which would Have you got this abundant life?
many souls for His glory. Then fall upon them. They did not be-May the Lord God blecs you as I
H e took me to different parts of lieve us, but to their great joy, in a have given you my testimony. This
India, and gave me thousands of short time the clouds were driven is what he brought me from India
souls. Let me give you one instance away and the sky cleared. Then for; I am nothing in myself, but I
where the Lord sent Pentecostal the people believed His power. The have Him in me and with me. My
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dear brothers and sisters, do not go
auy longer without this power; do
not go to your station; do not
preach without it. You will soon
get tired. You have no authority.
O, believe for the entire cleansing!
Receive the abundant life by faith,
the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. As
you received salvation by faith, receive this abundant life by faith.
Gal. 3:24. Say, "God says it, I
believe it, I have it," and thank
Him for it!
For

the
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EXPERIENCE.

B

Y the will of our Lord Jesus, I
give the experience of my past
Christian life. It causes me to go
down deep into the valley of humiliation; but J am willing to go all the
way.
The three reasons why I became
a backslider, are as follows: lust,
tobacco habit, and desertion of the
church. First was the demon lust.
I n my early and innocent childhood
it had been my lot 10 be surrounded
by very evil associates even up to
the date of my conversion; but had
become a slave to many sins before
this time, as the ring-leader of the
boys was much the oldest and very
wicked indeed. He led and we all
followed and thereby learned many
evil habits, the first of which was
the tobacco habit; next was self abuse
and even beastiality (Rom. 1:24-27)
. to gratify the lust of the flesh. Remember, dear reader, we knew not
just how ruinous it was, not having had proper parental instructions.
O dear parents! are you doing your
duty in instructing your boys? Do
you comprehend what danger they
are subjected to? Parents! in the
name of Jesus, instruct your children
on those awful lines of sins while in
their youth and they will be saved
from them.
In the year 1885, in a tent-meeting held by the Brethren in Clay
Co., Kans., I became converted,
washed in the blood of the Lamb,
happy and rejoicing in the love of
Jesus. But alas! by and by the old
sins took me by surprise and to my
great sorrow, I became aware that I
was a slave to all and even the worst
of the above mentioned sins. I

then became aware that I was losing
power with God and began backsliding, continuing to be a slave to
sin and having no power whatever to
overcome. Then Satan commenced
to press me harder than ever and I
was a slave to sin.—Rom. 7:14-16.
Then I began to seek f^r deliverance from all sin (John 8:36); but
as I was not delivered of those sins,
I became alarmed and began to inquire concerning deliverance from
all sin, but always got this answer:
"For the good that I would I do
not, but the evil which I would not,
bBfet I do."—Rom. 7:19. I was also
told to live in hopes, which I did,
and left off seeking for entire deliverance from sin. But in despair
I died indeed a spiritual death. I
do not intend to justify myself, but
truth ever remains Iruth. I needed
teaching which I did not have. No
one can imagine what it is to be
sold under the sin of the demon
lust, only those of similar experiences. During all those days of
trial, I began to think of matrimonv:
but what a failure would it have
been, for I listened since to testimonies of those that were married,
but being still a slave to the demon
lust, yes, even self-abuse. O what
agonizing that sin has caused me!
But praises be to the Most High
forever more for a clean heart
and entire deliverance.
My dear reader, do not as I did,
but seek on; do not stop seeking as
I did, for deliverance will surely
come; you may expect a test. I am
tested often, but I praise God for
keeping power. He is abundantly
able to keep from sin. "My grace
is sufficient for thee."—2 Cor. 12:9.
It was not by my might that deliverance came; but a free gift of Jesus.
Just as soon as I quit struggling,
then deliverance came. All I am
doing now is to watch and pray,
trusting the Lord for the rest. We
may be ever so pure yet we need
watch the more.
Now the tobacco habit. When I
first began to seek for salvation; I
became aware that tobacco was in
my way. Then I said to the Lord
Jesus, Take the desire for tobacco
away. He took the desire away instantly. But some years later, my
health .began to fail and I was ad-

vised to use tobacco, which I finally
did. After I had taken the first
chew, the nicotine devil entered me
again and I became a greater slave
to the habit than ever before. My
downfall in religion was simply astonishing after I began to use tobacco again. I cannot look with delight upon its use, for it came near
robbing me of my salvation. I
could never glorify my God by the
use of tobacco.
Thirdly, desertion: Two reasons
why I left the church were, first,
that I was greatly wavering; and the
other is that great accusations were
laid upon me, which I was not guilty of and was not able to bear,
(butnot publicly by the church.) I
had never visited the house of illfame and had been kept pure from
the opposite sex, during all my
Christian life until now. Then I
became dissatisfied with the Brethren and waited for a chance to leave
ihe church. I became dissatisfied
with my mode of baptism; was rebaptized by a minister of another
church. As I was not willing to
make restitution, I was no longer
considered a member of our church.
The brethren would stiU admonish
me again and again until I exceedingly hated them. There were but
a few that I still loved. Finally I
began to see what a mistake I had
made in leaving the brethren, and in
being rebaptized.
I also became
aware that the church which I joined
deny the gift of the Holy Ghost.
As I had had some knowledge of
the Holy Ghost, I was more dissatisfied than before and left their
church also, having never been sorry for it. After that I was without
a church home for over two-vears.
O what miseries I have suffered during all that time! I date my final
downfall from the time I left the
Brethren; and as I was without a
church home I began to lose gradually my hold upon God. I then
began to look around for a church
home and finally joined the U. B.
church, and became somewhat awakened again, but only for a short
time. As I came south sometime
after, and not having proper church
privileges, I lost all my religion,
providing I had any religion at that
time at all.
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I t is about a year
been under very deep conviction. I
was praying earnestly for three
weeks, day and night, and was seeking salvation in real earnest; but
alas when no victory came I was led
to believe that it was all delusion
from the devil, no victory to be had
at all. Then the devil made me believe that I had sinned against the
Holy Ghost and that there was no
more hope for me. Oh what agonizing I endured during all that
time. But God was only getting me
ready for the meetings held last
winter in Clay county, Kansas.
When I first heard of the holiness
movement, I began to take some
courage again. I t is true that the
holiness movement was entirely new
to me, as I had not heard of it before, but I call it entire deliverance
from all sin; and to me it is the
right name, indeed, for I was delivered and made free from all sin, and
had no desire to go back to the "oldway" religion, for by it I became a
backslider. Would to God that entire deliverance from all sin would
have been preached years ago. I
believe that if I had understood this
I should have never backsliden, I
needed proper light on same. It
was believed by many Christians
that it was the intent of God for us
to struggle with sin as long as we
lived and be overcome by the same.
But praises be to God that it is not
so! I am a living witness to the fact
that there is deliverance from all
sin with the Lord. Let us pray for
such who are fallen and speak to
them in pure Christian love and
they will be won again for Jesus.
Hold on to God in prayer for the
backslidden ones as you have done
for me all these years; at last your
prayers were answered.

This department is introduced in order to
encourage all who will to write. Have yon
something which will benefit the reader?
Send it to us and we will use what we may
think profitable.

DEAR EDITOR: —

I am again about to renew my
subscription to

the

EVANGELICAL

This is my eleventh year.
I received much good from the
October 15 issue under "Idolatry."
I wish every bible reader would
read the fourth chapter of Deuteronomy and see what it contains;
especially from the 14 to 19 verses.
Will you call attention to this text
for me as your sister in Christ—the
only one in Osburn, Green county,
Ohio. Please remember me in your
prayers. Yours in Christian love.
VISITOR.

SUSANNA KAUFEMAN.

Extracts From Private Letters.
* * * My dearly beloved brother:
More and more fie is showing us
the real meaning of holiness. I t
means to be holy. * There is a holiness taught which sets up a certain
experience as an end rather than a
beginning to an end. It has the
spirit of intolerance in it. You
must come just "that way" or you
will be a subject for prayer that the
Lord may smite you and lead you
into the light. This kind leads to
fanaticism. I t leads to ignoring the
plain manifestations of self. I t is
not founded in truth, therefore cannot but do harm. The true holiness is lowliness. It will not call
anything holy that is manifestly unholy. I t does not boast or blow a
trumpet. I t is not hard to keep—
it is really not an "it," but "Him."
It is hard to keep, but He keeps all
who commit themselves to. Him.
Why will people insist that self is
dead when it can be seen sticking
out of mouth, eyes, and ears? Why
do people turn from faith and truth
to feelings and dreams and visions?

I praise God that I am saved. I
have taken Jesus, my Savior, for my
Justifier, Sanctifier,
Healer, my
Glorious Lord, and Coming King.
Hallelujah! Glory to His name forever and ever. All His.
Yours in Christian love.
There is indeed a life of rest and
c. D. EEB.
glorious victory, but it is not by the
Vilott, Oklahoma.
imaginary extraction of self as you
> i » i m
It is not the fact that a man has would pull a tooth.
The true place of victory is in the
riches which keeps him from the
kingdom of heaven—but the fact heavenlies far above all principalities and powers where we are in
that riches have him.—Sel.
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can only be there
as we believingly abide in Christ.
It is by faith all the way along. I
do not believe we have half learned
yet what grace and faith mean in
God's wondrous plan of redemption.
Satan is gaining an advantage over
the people of God because they are
working too much in the low plain
of sense or feeling. Christ-likeness
should be the mark of Christians.
How dare anyone claim to be holy
in any point where he is not Christlike. The only perfect holiness is
the holiness of Christ, and this is
imparted and wrought by the Spirit
and becomes ours more and more
fully as we learn to trust and abide
and let Him work. The true end
toward which we should labor is the
Lord's coming. H e that hath this
hope in him purifieth himself even
as he is pure.
I do believe the frequent contrast
between justification and sanctification is entirely misleading because
it falls so far short of the whole
truth.
I question very much
whether we should call the second
crisis sanctification. I t is not wrong
to do so perhaps if rightly understood. But as it is at most only one
phase of sanctification it cannot help
but mislead, especially since there is
a great deal of fanaticism on that
point. We must guard against ruts
in reference to terms and expressions.
THE FIRST. THANKSGIVING DINNER,

A

M I D the mirth and music of our
yearly celebration of Thanksgiving day there breathes the spirit
of a festival whose story carries us
back through the vistas of time, far
beyond dear grandmother's memory
of the good old Thanksgiving Days
of her childhood. It takes us back
through the troublous days of our
country's struggle for independence;
back through the scenes of the old
colonial days, when the Thanksgiving turkey roasted before a log fire;
aye, back to the very threshold of
our country and our liberty—back
to the days of the Pilgrim fathers at
Plymouth, two hundred and seventysix years ago. There, in the autumn
of 1621, amid the boundless wilderness of a new world, the first Thanksgiving was celebrated.
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Well-nigh impossible is it for us settlement of the first New England logs, and protected as much as poson the borderland of the twentieth colony.
sible from the weather by a thatchcentury to realize the forlorn, destiAmong those who on that day ing of frozen sod, which was labortute condition of that little band of stood u,pon Plymouth Rock were iously dug from beneath the snow
men, women and children alone on William Bradford, Edward Winslow, and ice. As the work progressed
the wild and barren coast of New and John Carver, men whose names, the women and children came ashore
England, in their infant settlement with that of William Brewster, their with the household furniture. But
at Plymouth; and well may we mar- revered elder, are expressive of all scarcely had the labor of providing
vel at the loyalty of heart and the that is grand and noble; men who habitations begun, when the strugsteadfastness of faith that throush willingly forsook the comforts of gling colonists, in their heroic batthe all-surrounding darkness of their life for the sake of their religion tle of faith against the fearfal odds
bitter trials and sufferings enabled and of freedom. As the leaders and that seemed ever ready to overwhelm
them to behold the light of Provi- governors of this pioneer colony them, were stricken with an epidemic
dence, and rejoice* in a feast of they planted the seeds of those prin- of sickness, as the result of exposthanksgiving.
ciples of self-government and liber- ure and insufficient food, and within
the next three months forty-six of
THE LANDING ON PLYMOUTH ROCK, ty that a century and a half later
their number—nearly one-half of
gave
to
the
people
of
America
their
DECEMBER 21, 1620.
glorious Declaration of Independ- the entire party—perished.
It was on the twenty-first of No- ence. .
vember, in the year 1620, that the
IN THE DARKEST DAYS OF OUR
"Maj flower" with its company of BRAVE HOME-BUILDERS' GREAT HARDCOUNTRY'S HISTORY.
SHIPS AND PERILS.
Pilgrims—one hundred and two in
At one time during that awful
number—came to anchor at Cape
Filled with gladness at their suc- winter there were only seven who
Cod, after a stormy voyage of over cess in having at last found a place
had strength enough to minister to
nine weeks, during which their small for settlement, the exploring party
the d}'iug and bury the dead. Desoverburdened ship had more than returned to the vessel, only to be
titute of all comforts and necessary
once been threatened with destruc- met with the sad news that during
provision, the sick lay crowded totion. And now as they looked upon their absence the wife of Bradford
gether in a hastily-improvised hosthe land that was to be their home, had fallen overboard and was drownpital, and in their unfurnished
separated by the vast ocean from ed. Great as was this bereavement
dwellings, through the crevices of
friends and dear ones, and from all it was but the first of many that
which the snow sifted in from the
the civilized world, they beheld were to try the souls and glorify the
great white heaps that covered these
naught but an unbroken stretch of faith of these heroic people. Five
forlorn habitations. The dead were
wilderness mingling with the gloom days later the "Mayflower" brought
buried at night, lest the Indians
of the cold November skies; a spot her company of Pilgrims to the spot
should know of the weak condition
so drear, so barren, so uninviting, selected for their home; and after
of the colony. One by one the deand withal so unsuitable, that they their customary prayer for Divine
parted loved ones were laid to rest
ventured not to leave their vessel, guidance they chose a site for the
beneath the snow on a barren bluff
but sent out small exploring parties erection of the houses and dwellnear the water's edge.
to search for a more likely harbor. ings.
They died in a glorious and noble
Under the leadership of the reI n the midst of a storm of snow struggle, and though all marks of
doubtable Miles Standish the strong- and wind the men and the larger their graves were effaced, and no
er men of the company explored the boys went ashore to begin at once funeral note save the dirge of the
coast, sometimes on foot through the the .work of settlement.
With mournful sea breathed upon their
depths of the trackless forest, and naught to shield them from the sad and lonely burial iu the depths
again sailing along the shore in blast, and exposed to the danger of of the winter night, they were never
their open boat. They were ever assault from the indians, these brave for a moment forgotten or neglected.
exposed to the fury of the winter and hardy builders worked with a Their memories were most lovingly
weather, ofttimes suffering from hun- will, felling and cutting timber, and cherished, and in spirit they conger and cold, constantly threatened carrying the rough-hewn logs on tinued to live with those who rewith attacks from the prowling sav- their backs to the open space chosen mained to carry on the battle of
ages, sleeping in the open air at for their houses. But with the ad- faith.
night in their drenched and frozen vent of Sunday all labor was susgarments, yet always cheerful and pended, notwithstanding they were COURAGE AND FAITH UNSHAKEN BY
courageous. Finally, on the ever without the shelter of a roof. No
THE SCOURGE OF DEATH.
memorable twenty-first of December, work was allowed to profane the
AVith the arrival of spring the
they reached the harbor of Ply- Lord's Day.
desolate colony rallied from its
mouth, and, stepping from their
During the succeeding days the struggle with death to find its little
boat upon the rock that the Ameri- task of building was carried on with- band reduced to barely more than
can people will ever cherish as the out intermission, amid unbounded half a hundred souls. Not one had
emblem of their foundation, they hardships and difficulties.
The escaped the inscrutable scourge of
landed on the spot destined for the houses were rudely constructed of God. Silentlv the heart of each of
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the survivoi's wept for the voice of cially the large one in Dame Brew- AT THE THANKSGIVING DINNER IN
some loved one now forever stilled. ster's house, which was under the"
THE FOREST.
But with the courage and zeal that immediate direction and charge of
The state dinner of the occasion
had sustained them in their terrible Priscilla Molines, she who after—the real Thanksgiving dinner—
calamity, and with the sublime faith ward became the wife of John Alden took place on Saturday, the last day
that overspread their dark and —while a messenger was dispatched of the celebration.
Notwithstandtroublesome paths with the radiance to invite Massasoit, the chief of the ing that the kitchens of these wilderof hope and comfort, they went friendly tribe, to attend the celebra- ness homes were sadly wanting in
bravely forward in the work they tion.
many of the most common essentials
had undertaken, thanking God for
of cookery, there was no lack of
THE
INDIANS
AS
GUESTS
AT
THE
their deliverance and invoking H i s
good things nor of appetizing dishes
THANKSGIVING FEAST.
further guidance in their labors.
at this great feast. The earth,, the
Calmly they watched the departure
Early on the morning of the ap- air and the waler had yielded of
of their little vessel, the "Mayflower" pointed Tuesday—about the first of their bountiful supplies, and the
—the last and only bond between November—Massasoit and ninety of good dames had done honor to their
them and the world—as it sailed his warriors arrived on the outskirts skill and ingenuity by setting before
slowly out cf the harbor in the of the village, and with wild yells their hungry guests and companbright sunshine of a morning in announced their readiness to enjoy ions a repast as sumptuous and
April, while the fragrance of the the hospitality of their white breth- tempting as it was varied and deearthly flowers and the songs of ren. The little settlement, which lightful. Foremost of all there was
merry birds awoke in their hearts now consisted of seven dwellings roast turky, dressed with beechnuts;
the dreams and visions of far-away and four public buildings, was soon then came rare venison pasties,
homes across the sea. The captian astir with men, women and children, savory meat stews with dumplings
of the vessel had offered them a free who gave the Indians a hearty of barley flour, delicious oyesters'
passage to England, but they had welcome as they filed into the large (the gift of the Indians, and the
refused with resolute firmness. Not square in front of the Governor's first ever tasted by the white men),
one even considered the offer of the house. Soon the roll of a drum an- great bowls of clam chowder with
generous captain to return. They nounced the hour of prayer, for no sea biscuit floating on the steaming
had put their hands to the plow and- day was begun without this reli broth, roasts of all kinds, broiled
would not look back. Their duty to gions service; and as the people fish, salads, cakes and plum porridge;
God and those who lay buried on gathered together in their meeting- while the center of each of the long
the brow of yonder hill clearly house, aud the tender music of their tables was adorned with a large
demanded that they should remain voices floated out on the morning basket overflowing with wild grapes
and fulfill tue task that Providence air, the wondering savages stood by and plums and nuts of every variety.
motionless and mute in unconscious
had designed for them.
I t was the time of the Indian
reverence. Then followed a holiday
summer.
The soft, mellow sunlight
PEOCLAMATION APPOINTING A FEAST of feasting and recreation, which
shone
warmly
through the drowsy
continued not only that day but the
OP THANKSGIVING.
haze,
illumning
the sombre woodtwo succeeding days.
Always ready to acknowledge the
land with a rich golden light, while
mercies of God the Pilgrims looked
The usual routine of duties was the gentle winds of the south, laden
upon their life during the ensuing suspended; the children romped with the sweet perfumes of the forest,
months as a happy and prosperous about in merry play; the young men came as a lingering dream of sumone. In his quaint style Governor indulged in athletic sports and mer to add to the joy and brightBradford tells us that "They began games in friendly rivalry with the ness of this Thanksgiving feast.
now to gather in j e small harvest Indians; the little American army Upon the balmy air arose the hum
they had, and to fit up their houses of twenty men, under the leadership of many voices and the merry music
and dwellings against winter, being of Miles Standish, went through its of laughter, as the Pilgrims with
all well recovered in health and drill and manuel of arms, to the their Indian guests partook of the
strength, and had all things in good great delight and astonishment of feast that the Provider of all things
plenty."
To the minds of these the natives, while the women busied had given them.
devout men and women the Lord themselves in the careful preparahad given them more than ordinary tion of the excellent meals, which THE GLORIOUS FULFILLMENT OF
ELDER BREWSTER'S PROPHECY.
cause for gratitude, and accordingly were eaten in the open air. But in
the Governor issued a proclamation the midst of these festivities the
There, amid the forest wilds of a
appointing a Feast of Thanksgiving, real object and purpose of the cele- new and unknow world, in a home
that they might in a more special bration was never allowed to be whose short history was one of unmanner rejoice together. Gunners overlooked: each meal was made the paralled tribulation and sacrifice,
were sent into the woods for wild occasion of special service of thanks- aud whose future gave promise of
turkeys, which abounded there in giving, and each day was closed naught but gloom and darkness, the
great numbers; kitchens were made with fervent pr&yer' and song ex- first Thanksgiving was celebrated.
ready for preparing the feast—espe- pressive of heartfelt gratitude.
Thus did the Pilgrim fathers con-
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quor through faith where others might be made for rain. The rain have been redeemed of the Lord
would have turned back in despair; came ere the day was done, the crops show how he hath delivered them
and to-day we behold the glorious revived, and another day of public from the hand of the oppressor.
fulfillment of that inspired and Thanksgiving was appointed and ob- When they wandered in the desert
wonderful
prophecy uttered by served. A few years later, another wilderness out of the way, and found
Elder Brewster, when calling upon deliverance was vouchsafed them by no city to dwell in, both hungry and
his companions to remain steadfast the arrival of English ships with thirsty, their soul was overwhelmed
in their hope and courage: "Bles- supplies of food in a time of great in them. Let them confess before
sed will it be for us, blessed for this need; and this was the occasion for the Lord his loving kindness, and
laud, for this vast continent! Nay, another Thanksgiving Day. And his wonderful works before the sons
from generation to generation will the custom seems to have been fol- of men."—The Sunday School Times.
the blessing descend. Generations lowed annually for some time. Later
to come shall look back to this hour however, it fell into disuse, and its
WHY AM I A CHRISTIAN?
and these scenes of agonizing trial, observance was only occasional until
this day of small things, and say:the close of the Civil War, since
1. Because "Christ Jesus came
'Hete was our beginning as a peo- which time it has been appointed by into this world to save sinners." 1
ple.
These were
our fathers. proclamation of the president each Tim. 1:15.
Through their trials we inherit our November, and kept as a national
2. Because "the Son of God
blessings. Their faith is our faith; holiday and as the festival of har- loved me and gave Himself for me."
their hope our hope; their God our
Gal. 2:20.
vest and of home.
God.' "—Clifford
Howard in No3. Because "the blood of Jesus
The first Thanksgiving days were Christ His Son cleanseth us from all
vember Ladies'' Home Journal.
kept with scanty fare, but with most sin." 1 John 1:7.
THE STOET OP THANKSGIVING DAT. thankful and devout hearts. Their
4. Becatise "God hath given to
daily fare was of the most frugal.
us eternal life, and this life is in His
T was in the autumn of 1621," I t would have been a strange
Son." 1 John 5:11.
when the Pilgrims had been in thing," wrote one of them, "to see a
5. Because "he that believeth on
the new land not quite a year, that piece of roast beef or mutton or
the
Son hath everlasting life."
the first of our New England Thanks- veal." Said another: "Bread was
John
3:3P>.
givings was kept. I t had been a so very scarce, that sometimes I
(>.
Because "God hath given unlong, hard year to the colonists. thought the very crumbs of my to us H i s Holy Spirit." \ Thess.
They had seen much sorrow, great father's table would be sweet unto 4:8.
hardships, many difficulties. They me. And when I could have meal
7. Because "there is therefore
had endured wasting sickness, try- and water and salt boiled together,
now
no condemnation to them which
ing privations, and discouragements it was so good, who could wish bet- are in Christ Jesus." Rom. 8:1.
innumerable. But their simple and ter?" But, in the remembrance of
8. Because " I count all things
scanty harvests were now well in, the purpose of their coming, and the but loss, for the excellency of the
their rude dwellings had been build- work they were to d«>, they were knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord."
ed, they were at peace with their In- more than content. Their homely Phil. 3:8.
dian neighbors and among them- fare was sweet to them, and the sup9. Because "we know that all
selves, and of good courage to follow ply of their daily needs was matter things work together for good to
the earnest and toilsome life they for devout rejoicing. They were them that love God." Bom. 3:28.
must lead if they were here to plant always mindful of God's greater
10. Because "I can do all things
a nation according to God's purpose; gifts, and the plentitude of his good- through Christ which strengthened
ness.
As
good
Governor
Winthrop
and so it seemed most fitting to
wrote: " W e here enjoy God and.me." Phil. 4:13.
Governor Bradford and counselors
11. Because "He hath said, I will
Jesus Christ, and is not that enough.
that they should keep a feast of
I thank God I like so well to be never leave thee, nor forsake thee."
thanksgiving.
here 1 do not repent my coming. . . . Heb. 13:5.
The first Thanksgiving was not I never had more content of mind."
12. Because "the Lord shall delike ours, nor like what Thanksgivliver me from every evil work, and
ing Day afterwards became among
Truly, as said Governor Bradford will preserve me unto his heavenly
them. I t was rather a festival, not in his History, "May not the chil- kingdom: to whom be glory fwever
unlike the Jewish feast of ingather- dren of these fathers rightly say: and ever. Amen."'1 2 Tim. 4:18.
ing, lasting some days, kept with "Our fathers were Englishmen
Are you a Christian ? If not, are
such good cheer as they were able which came over this great ocean, not the foregoing sufficient to induce
to compass, and participated in, by and were ready to perish in this you to make the decisive step? May
their invitation, by the Indian chief, wilderness; but they cried unto the God bless these precious texts and
Lord, and he heard their voice, and all his word to the joy of your soul.
Massasoit, and ninety of his men.
Let —Tract.
Two years later, earlier in the looked on their adversity.
year, after a long drought, a famine them therefore praise the Lord, bewas feared, and a day of fasting and cause he is good, and bis mercies en"No man's character is any better
prayer was appoiuted, that petition dure forever. Yea, let them which than his word."
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women should lift their thoughts to
TOBACCO POISONING.
things pure and refining.
O one a t all conversant with the efOh, t h a t women might recognize their
fects of tobacco will call in question
WOMEN-THEIE P 0 ¥ E E TOE GOOD OE power more fully and use it! Not the Dethe
fact
t h a t i t is exceedingly poisonous,
lilah to entrap souls, b u t to lift men up
EVIL.
toward the throne of God. If women making the air of a room of medium size
unendurable.
"Who can find a virtuous .woman? for her were pure, true and noble, there would
Nicotine is found in all parts of the
not
be
so
many
sad
faced
men
within
price is far above rubies. The heart of
green
plant, as well as in the dried leaves,
her husband doth safely trust in her, so that prison walls to-night. May the Lord let and the amount varies in the different
us
have
less
women
like
Potiphar's
wife
he shall have need of spoil. She will do him
grades of tobacco from one to nine per
good and not evil all the days of her life."— and more like Deborah, Elizabeth, Buth cent.
and
Queen
Esther.
Then,
and^
not
till
(Prov. 31:10-12.)
Syrian tobacco contains about one or
then, will there be a revolution on these
two per cent.; Havanna, two to three
T has long been an acknowledged fact
lines. I t has been said t h a t the hope of percent.; Virginia and Kentucky u p to
notwithstanding the serfdom of women
the nation lies in the children, but I be- seven per cent.; while nine per cent, is
in many respects, t h a t women wield a
lieve it rests in t h e women. Mothers, sometimes found in French tobacco.
power for good or evil over the lives and
Nearly every writer on tobacco states
wives, sisters, daughters, will you come
destinies of men. While men are strongup to the help of the Lord against the t h a t there is another active principle in
er physically, they are not always so
called nicotianine or tobacco
mighty?—Mrs. F. M. Lambert, in Sent of tobacco
camphor. I t is described as a fatty like
morally. God has given to the wives,
God.
substance in the form of white foliceous
mothers, sisters and daughters of our
crystals, having a "warm and bitterish
land power to close every beer saloon and
aromatic taste," and an odor like t h a t of
BET TEE THAN TEE BEST HOTEL.
gambling den t h a t t h e black demons of
tobacco smoke. Some writers have attempted to give t h e difference in the efhell are forcing open. But, will they do iff
I answer yes and no. They will not do The Humblest Home is a Million Times Bet- fects of nicotine and nicotianine, b u t
Hobart A. Hare, M. D., in his "Physicit so long as they seek only to pander to
ter Than the Finest Hotellogical and Pathological Effects of the
the lustful gaze and sensual appetites of H O M E life cements t h e love of hus- Use of Tobacco," has conclusively shown
men of corrupt minds. Not as long as
band and wife: other modes of liv- t h a t what is called nicotianine is not an
the women of our nation bow down to ing often loosen the tie," writes Edward active principle in tobacco a t all. Oil of
tobacco is obtained by dry distillation,
the goddess of fashion, and dress in a W. Bok in t h e November Ladies' Home and is very poisonous. I t is a complex,
manner to attract t h e attention and Journal. "Nor does t h e question of ex- empyreumatic, oily substance of about
arouse the sensual natures of the oppo- pense excuse the not having of one's own the color of tobacco.
A grocer's clerk coated a piece of tosite sex. Not as long as they are willing home. A home is not, of necessity, a
to be t h e guilded, petted playthings or palace. The humblest cottage is a mil- bacco with sugar and gave it to a boy
about eight years old, telling him to put
broken toys of admirers in order to lead lion times better than t h e most luxur- it in his mouth and swallow it. The boy
a life of worldly pleasure in idleness. ious hotel ever planned by the hands of did as requested, but, beginning to feel
Not as long as they turn away from one man. I n the one happiness is probable: distressed in a few minutes, ran home as
of their own sex who has fallen and lest in the other it is just possible. We can soon as possible; medical aid was employed, but t h e boy was rlend in two
her virtue, and while they extend their talk all we choose about married happi- hours and thirty minutes.—Selected.
hand to the man who caused her down- ness; that it, after all, rests solely befall, being more guilty than she, and tween two people, and t h a t it makes no
THE FAEMEE'S HOME.
welcome him to their home and society. difference vvhere they live. T h a t is very
N E of the greatest and most useful
But they will, when they rise up as a good as a theory. But thousands of instudies of a farmer's life is how to
nation, in t h e strength and power of stances prove t h e contrary: t h a t t h e make a home, such a home as men, and
pure, noble womanhood, and become theory will not work out in practice. women, and children should dwell in.
what God intended them to be, a help- Happiness depends upon t h e growth of There should be domestic amusements,
meet indeed, in every sense of the word. the people who are parts of it. People fireside pleasures, quiet and simple they
may be, but such as shall make home
And when our young girls demand t h a t who stop and stagnate are never happy. happy, and not leave it t h a t irksome
their male associates shall hold as high a True happiness thrives on what i t feeds place which will oblige t h e youthful
standard of morality as is demanded of upon. Let stagnation enter into two spirit to look elsewhere for joy.
The very modulations of the voice will
t h e weaker sex. When our daughters lives, and happiness becomes stagnant
can look into the face of the man whom and unhealthy. But let our lives be often make a wonderful difference; no
tuned harp can awaken more
she has chosen to be her companion filled with contentment, with domestic delicately
pleasure, no grating discord can pierce
through life and the'father of her chil- pleasure, with t h a t germ of evolution with more pain.
dren, and say from her heart, I believe which springs from the hearthstone, and
Let parents talk much and well a t
you are a pure, noble man, and worthy the happiness w7hich springs from those home. A father who is habitually
of my trust and confidence, therefore I elements is purer, sweeter and more sat- silent in his own home may be in many
respects a wise man, but he is not wise
commit my future happiness and welfare isfying to our natures, our minds and in his silence. We sometimes see parinto your keeping. When the women of our souls. A man and wife were made to ents who are the life of every company
our land cease to tempt men from the abide together in inseparable lives, and they enter, yet dull, silent, and uninterp a t h of rectitude by their immodesty in as new elements come into t h a t union to esting at home among their children.
I t is better to instruct your family and
dress or manners. When they teach sweeten and hallow it, t h e abiding place make them happy than it is to charm
men by their example t h a t there is some- should be some little place, some corner strangers or amuse friends. A silent
thing better than the saloon and gamb- in this big world which they can call house is a dull place for young people, a
ling den. When they teach men t h a t their own, their very own, where every- place from which they will escape if they
there is a higher plane than t h a t which thing around them speaks of the hus- can.
Send your children out into the world
finds its employment in idleness or sen- band's energy and the wife's achieve- in the full belief that there is no place
sualitv. and t h a t their associations with ment. That is home."
like home—ay, be it ever so homely.—
Unidentified.

HEALTH AND HOME.
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private letter: Sister H. Frances DavidPENTECOSTAL MEETINGS. The followson is with us today. She is not only re- ing from the Abilene Chronicle will unA Semi-MontMy Religious Journal,
signed to her chosen work, h u t seems doubtedly be of interest (locally) to some
For the exposition of true, practical piety eager for it.
of our people: Rev. B. Carradine, D. D.,
and devoted t o the spread of Evangelical
of St. Louis, Mo., will conduct a series of
t r u t h s and the Unity of the church.
A report from Bro. J. H. Myers and Pentecostal services in t h e Evangelical
.Published in the interest of the church of
wife which reaches us late and is crowded church of this .city beginning t h e 19th
t h e Brethren in Christ.
out will appear in our next. November inst, and continuing 10 days. Dr. CarraSubscription, $1.00 per year; six months, 50c. 4th they write from Garrett, Indiana, dine comes by invitation of over 50 of t h e
purposing to come farther west.
Sample Copies Tree.
Christian people of the different denomiWe have on hand a few bound volumes, nations of this city. He is a man of naCOMMITTEE OF PUBLICATION.—Elder Sam- No. I I I . and I V . , of t h e VISITOR, in- tional reputation as an evangelist.
uel Zook, Abilene, Kas.; Eli Hoffman, Done- cluding 1893-6 issues. They can be had
An interesting booklet of 60 pages is
gal, K.as.; H. N. Engle, Abilene, Kas.
for $1.00 per volume a t our office. This the second number of t h e Anti-infidel
H. N. ENGLE, Editor.
barely covers t h e cost of binding. Please Library by H. L*. Hastings of Boston,
E L D E B SAMUEL ZOOK, Treas.
All communications and letters of business respond a t once if you are interested in Mass. I t is entitled "Egypt in History
having one or more of these books.
should be addressed to the EDITOB.
and Prophecy, or Pharaoh Proclaiming

EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

God." The author, Robert Patterson,
vividly sets forth t h e downfall of t h e
Pharaoh (Egypt) which God had raised
up in order to show His power as is displayed in history: and also t h e anticipation, according to prophecy, of t h e day
when, under Gospel light, Egypt shall
again become a power in t h e earth. W e
can recommend i t s careful perusal by
pires.
every Bible student. I t is full of facts
i. Renewals may be sent in at any time,
There have been a few irregularities for candid seekers after truth.
and your credit will be promptly shown on
in the giving of credits for renewals of
the label.
5. If you do not receive the VISITOR within subscriptions the past few issues. With
Our divergence from the strictly reliten days from date of issue, write us at once this present issue your credits should ap- gious to the somewhat historical in this
and we will send the number called for.
pear on t h e label. Will you observe issue under "The First Thanksgiving
To THE POOB,—who are unable t o pay, we
send the paper free on the recommendation whether you have been credited. Please Dinner" will undoubtedly suffer indulof others or upon their individual requests. notice also whether you are in arrears. gence. Although not strictly what we
Individual requests must be renewed every six The VISITOR dues must be met promptly might have desired for our publication,
months as a matter of good faith.
and they are dependent on you. May we yet, in t h e midst of our religious priviTo COBBESPONDENTS:—Articles for publicahear
from all delinquents a t once. A leges and enjoyments, it might be a
tion should be written on one side of the
means of balancing some of our excenpaper only. Write all business letters on sep- number have responded to our recent tricities to know the price of ourliberties
arate sheets.
notice; to such we say, Thank you.
and recall to mind tUe self sacrifice under2. Communications without the author's
gone and the hardships endured by the
name will receive no recognition.
Sometimes we receive obituary notices Pilgrim Fathers as the forerunersand in3. Communications for the VISITOR should
be sent in at least ten days before date of t h a t are so indifinite t h a t we cannot use troductors of much t h a t we hold dear in
issue.
them. Names, dates, etc., are frequent- social and national life. In themidst of
Send money by Post Office Money Order, Reg- ly so poorly written t h a t the best we can our enthused religious conditions—our
stered Letter, or Bank Draft, to H. N. Engle,
do is t o consign them t o t h e waste- absorption in t h e subjects of Sin, HoliAbilene,
Kansas.
ness, Baptism of the Holy Ghost, Second
basket. Others write so lengthy t h a t Coming, etc., i t might serve us well to
Entered as second-class matter at the Postwe are obliged to cull out considerably. call to mind Paul's words to t h e Athenoffice at Abilene,
Kansas.
In sending such notices please confine ians: "And hath made of one blood all
your manuscript to 150 words—or less— nations of men for to dwell'on all t h e
Abilene, Kansas, Nov. 15, 1897.
write distinctly and somewhat lifter t h e face of the earth, and hath determined the
order of our publication. By so doing times before appointed and the bounds of
you will confer a favor upon us and give their habitation." We trust t h e coming
BENEVOLENT FUND.
Thanksgiving Day may be spent by us
us relief from burdensome perplexities.
John Fike, Lost Springs, Kas.,
50c
individually as in honor to God and a
salt to t h e nation. True gratitude to
A copy of the Brethren's Almanac and the Father of Lights should arise sponThe Treasurer appreciates offerings to
the "Benevolent F u n d . "
We carry Directory for 1898 has reached our table. taneously from t h e seat of affection in
quite a number on our "charity list." I t contains a full and authentic almanac, every believing soul. This will maniThe monies received under "benevolent," considerable valuable reading matter, fest itself by kindness to our fellows, reas they appear published in t h e various and a Directory of the Brethren in Christ lief to t h e suffering, and sharing t h e
issues, are applied to this purpose. Could denomination for the United States and burdens of t h e less fortunate.
you invest a dollar to better advantage Canada. If t h e issue for 1897 pleased
than by sending the VISITOR to some you, we are sure this will be no less gratL0VE-PEASTS.
one who is eager to read its contents but ifying. We bespeak for i t a ready reKansas.
cannot pay for t h e paper? God bless ception, not only by t h e Brethren, b u t
Newbern
November 14
those who have contributed in the past. also by others who are desirous of having Abilene
November 21
a complete Almanac. When not to be
PennsylvaniaElder W. O. Baker of Louisville, Ohio, had of local agents, write to Eld. II..No, 351G N. 2nd Street, Philadelphia,
,... ^
November 20-21
under date of November 4th writes in a Davidson, Dayton, Ohio.
The Central American Bulletin is a
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.
quarterly publication by t h e C. A.
To SUBSCRIBEBS:—Oar terms are-cash in Mission, issued a t Paris, Texas. T h e
advance.
purpose of this Mission is to preach t h e
2. When writing to have your address Gospel to every
creature in Central
changed, b e sure to give both old and new
America.
The
October,
'97 issue has
address.
3. The date on the printed label will show reached us and is full of information reto subscribers when their subscription ex- lative to the work in t h a t dark land.
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among the dry bones. Eighteen persons count of the meeting, we will in this recame out and sought t h e Lord. T h e port confine ourselves to t h e closing
greater number were young persons, scenes. We withheld no part of t h e
LOCAL OHUEGH NEWS.
some quite young. These nearly all pro- word of truth t h a t the Lord gave us imfessed peace when t h e meetings closed. pression of. We are glad we have no
Three were baptized and we expect to doctrine of our own and no man-made
CHICAGO MISSION.
baptize more in the near future. The paper creeds, but a blessed holy Gospel
Report for the month of October is as fol- church was greatly revived. The great- which is the power of God unto salvaer part consecrated themselves and t h e tion to all who believe, both Gentile and
lows:
Lord confirmed it by lifting them to a Church. Glory to His name! We a re glad
DONATIONS.
Louisa Bowers, Hope, Kansas
$ 1 00 higher plane of spiritual life and work- to say the t r u t h was generally acknowlFairview, Ohio Sunday-school
8 80 ing within them a deeper work of grace. edged and by many received.
Sadie Shirk, Goshen, Ind
65 Praise to his Holy Name.
"Mine, the promise often read,
Brethren of Maple Grove, Ohio.
8 79
We are glad for this refreshing shower
Now in living truth impressed.
of grace. May t h e good Lord keep us
Once acknowledged in the head,
Total
$18 44 near to him, and may we exert ourselves
Now a fire within the breast.
to keep near to him. May we be as a
EXPENSES.
"Mine, the promise cannot change;
Dry Goods, etc
$ 3 09 bright, shining light and a preserving
Mine though oft my eyes are dim.
Groceries
1 04 salt. May sinners around us get t h e
Naught can from his love estrange
For Sick and other necessaries
2 23 light and give their hearts to God. We
have instituted a weekly from house-to
1 hose who place their trust in him."
Total
$ 6 38 house prayer-meeting which so far has
A sweet thrill of joy penetrates our
been well attended; also preaching and
SARAH BEET AND WORKERS.
social.meeting on Sabbath evenings a t soul as we pen these lines. The work of
Englewood, 111., 6001 Peoria St.
Valley Chapel. We trust t h a t these consecration begun is going deep in many
hearts as it should if i t is to bring forth
meetings will keep the fire burning.
the fruit of a consecrated life. On this
PHILADELPHIA MISSION.
W. O. BAKER.
LOCATION, 3 5 1 6 NOETH 2 N D STBEET.
line the Lord through his word opened
»0
m» — O i
the
eyes of many as never before: and
The feast at Zion, North Dickinson
The Lord has abundantly blessed us in our
county, Kansas, October 30-31 had been oh we bless God for t h e confessions t h a t
work.
well attended and was in every way a we heard by such who we believe mean
Financial report for month of October, 1897, pleasant and an enjoyable time—a feast to follow the light and pay the price of
is as follows:
to the believers. I t has been associated being all t h e Lord's. We will not be
DONATIONS.
with a protracted meeting which com- surprised if the Lord will raise up some
Mary Hendricks, Silverdale, P a
$ 1 00 menced on the eve of the 28th, and is be- who will be willing to go to the utterBrother Keeports, Gradyville, P a . . . .
1 00 ing continued at (November 8) this writ- most parts of the earth and carry the
Anna Myers. Upton, P a
1 00 ing. We believe some are being led into good news of the kingdom to those t h a t
A Brother
1 00 the comprehension of deeper truths and have never heard of Jesus.
A Reader
1 00 the realization of richer experiences in
On Saturday evening, October 9, we
the Christ-life. Bro. J . II. Eshelman of were impressed to invite all the dear
Total
$ 5 00 Sedgwick, Kansas had been present to converts, who were willing to consecrate
EXPENSES.
assist in the labors, whose presence and their lives to God and follow Jesus, to
come and kneel around the altar. They
Rent
$ 6 00 efforts were appreciated.
quickly responded and about all came
Shoes
2 00
t h a t were present, t h e altar being filled
Oil
15
PE0M THE PIELD.
nearly all around by those dear ones, who
were mostly young people.
Total
$ 8 15
0U OUR MISSION.
After this we asked all brethren and
PETER STOVER.
LESS the Lord, oh my soul and all sisters who wanted to consecrate all to
Philadelphia. Pa., 3456 North 2nd st.
.»— <=»*-«.
t h a t , is within me, bless his holy God to raise t h e hand. As far as we
name! Again we come with greetings in know all raised their hand, after which
OHIO.
His name to all the dear readers of the we all kneeled in a consecrating prayer
EVANGELICAL VISITOR. May God bless which was t h e most glorious of all the
REPORT FROM VALLEY CHAPEL.
altar services held during these weeks of
N the 25th of August Evangelist Noah this medium of communication.
The meeting a t Valley Chapel near meeting. While there was no special
Zook and wife commenced a series of
meetings a t Valley Chapel. Stark county Canton, Ohio, is now numbered with the outburst of emotional feeling, there was
Ohio. These meetingsclosed on the 10th things of the past. But its influence for a deep solemnity resting upon all hearts
of October, coveringsix and a half weeks. good we believe will go on and on until and we have reason to believe this conseBro. Zook preached fifty-six sermons, on the Lord comes. Our hearts have been cration service will be a green spot in
a variety of subjects, prominent among very closely knit to those of the dear the lives of many t h a t participated in
these were, faith and repentance, obedi- children of God, in our sojourn among it. All glory to God! I t is when we conence, self-denial, consecration, sanctifica- them of between six and seven weeks. secrate all to God t h a t the Lord sanctition,, coming of'our Lord, etc. During During all these weeks we missed but fies and fills with t h e Holy Ghost.
these meetings all manner of sins were two nights of having regular services. Amen.
denounced and warned against, many One night it rained and one night we
On Sunday, October 10, two were bapt h a t are generally ignored in the pulpit. lifted the meeting to attend a Lovefeast tized, one a young man of 20 years, who,
There was a full Gospel preached with with the "York" brethren.
though his father bitterly opposed him,
general approval. I t caused a stirring
As our former reports gave some ac- was not afraid to follow Jesus in the face
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of all opposition. The other was a man , held forth the word of life to an attenof 00 years who had been seeking the tive audience in the little church belongway of life for some time and a few ing to Brother and Sister Zercher of
nights before on the way home from Wayne county. On Friday the 15th, we
church found him for whom his heart came to Pavonia, Ashland county, and
had been longing. We believe in the ou the 16th and 17th we attended the
near future others of the dear converts Lovefeast at the Pleasant Grove church
will also follow Jesus into the liquid in Kiehland county. We found the dear
tomb. May God grant that they may all Brethren quite in earnest in the Lord's
become workers in the vineyard of the work and had a profitable time.
On the evening of October 18, we beLord and real soul-winners for Jesus.
gan a meeting at the Chestnut Grove
Amen!
On Sunday evening, October 10, the church, Ashland county. We found the
meeting closed with good interest. The brethren and sisters here generally earnhouse was filled with an attentive audi- est in the Lord's work, while a few as in
ence. I t was quite an impressive service. other places are not out in the liberty as
At the close we sang, "God be with you is their privilege. Most of the dear ones
till we meet again,'" and after the bene- are good singers, which is a great help in
diction came the farewells and the God Gospel work. We believe in singing the
bless you partings. Many bade us fare- Gospel as well as preaching it. The
well bathed in tears. Quite a number of meetings have been of fair interest and
the young converts wept as though their at time of writing one young man has
heart would break, while some of the volunteered to become a Christian. We
clear sisters fell upon the neck of Sister have had a blessed sojourn among* the
Zook and sobbed. Oh how our hearts dear children of God while in this comhave been drawn to each other. Even munity and we hope and pray t h a t the
while we write, tears do unbidden start. seed sown will be watered by the dews of
Thus ended one of the most interesting divine grace and will bear fruit, if not
meeting's it has been our privilege to while we are here, later on. So the time
hold since we are in this line of Gospel will come when both he t h a t soweth and
he t h a t reapeth may rejoice together.
work.
On Sunday morning the superintendent of the Sabbath-schcol gave the school
an opportunity of giving us a free-will
offering which amounted to $5.00. One
little girl came and placed a penny in our
hand. God bless the child. Quite a
number of t h e Sunday-school scholars
are among the converts. All our needs
have been supplied by free-will offerings.
So we realize Phil. 4:19. The Lord keeps
the books and the reward will be forthcoming when Jesus comes to reward his
servants.—1 Peter 5:4. Precious promise.
Amen.
On Monday evening. October 11, we
held a meeting with Brother and Sister
lleinholt of Canton. Quite a number of
the dear ones.of Valley Chapel were with
us, among them Brother and Sister H.
Bechtel. parents of the little girl who
gave us the penny on Sunday. The child
is six years old. On Sunday night she
cried all the way home from church, and
when asked why she was crying, said, " I
wish Auntie Zook was here. I want to
give her all my pennies to send to the
little heathen children. On Monday
night she gave Sister Zook all her gatherings, 65 cents in all. Surely she gave
the widow's mite—all she had.
Young as the child is, she gave other
evidences t h a t the Holy Ghost was drawing her and we hope t h a t she will, e;.rly
in life, like Samuel, say, "'Lord, speak;
thy servant heareth."' The Lord grant
it may be so.
On the night of October PI and 14. we

We have calls from different parts of
the field for labor. As the Lord opens
the way, we mean by the help which he
gives to labor on. As we trust and obey,
he takes care of us and supplies our need.
Blessed be his name forever.
All who love the Lord and his cause,
pray for us that we may be humble.
Yours in Him.
NOAH ZOOK.
Pavonia. Ohio. November 1.

TO APRIOA.

S

INCE by Divine call our faces have
been turned towards the dark continent, no doubt many of our loved ones
are looking on with intent interest, and
would no doubt be glad to hear from our
company as we go, as well as when located in our field of labor.
On the 15th of October after t a k i n g
our special farewell from our beloved, we
hastened to the Rock Island depot at
Abilene, where already many of our dear
brethren and sisters had gathered. After
a few business matters were attended to,
we had a general farewell ending by
prayer and song as the train came gliding to the depot and the signal to board
the train was heeded amid the throng,
when from the platform one final view
from beloved children, brethren and
friends was taken. Humbly bowing to
the Providence of God, we took our seats,
simultaneously saying one to the other,
"How bright the firmament of our soul'."

Ten o'clock p. m. finds us in the care
of the brethren who were awaiting us a t
Hamlin, Brown county, Kansas, and were
scon conveyed to Bro. A. J. Heise's, our
only daughter. Here with the beloved
brethren and sisters we spent a blessed
little communion season and conference
on Monday following.
On Tuesday morning we took our final
leave from the last of our beloved family,
arrived a t Chicago Wednesday morning '
and had a very refreshing season with
the workers a t the Mission. Here it was
our privilege to attend a Mother's Meeting, which was of interest to all; also
visited a few sick families, and by request anointed a few sick, one of long
standing. May the Lord perfect t h e
healing. Taking our leave from this
place, we arrived at Yale. Michigan,
where according to former arrangements
the brethren had one hour for preaching,
after wliich matters relating to our mission were considered and no doubt decided to the satisfaction of all. This decision has however left our company
again without an assistant brother: will
the church pray that the Lord may
choose for us some one upon whom He
has set His seal.
As our plans were laid in advance for
the visit in Canada, we spent but one
day at Yale. Crossing the Canadian line
at midnight, we arrived at Stayner. Ontario, and were met by Bro. McTagert.
We were by the brethren conveyed to
various points, visiting and tilling appointments. We here met many warm
hearts and renewed ourformer acquaintance. After holding a few meetings a t
the Second Line meeting-house, we held
our last at the Sixth Line, where a very
large concourse of pc( pie were assembled
and tcokour final farewell from the many
warm hearts, sealed by their liberal support to the cause. The church here has
greatly prospered since our first acquaintance. May the blessing abide and wise
government prevail under the late young
Elder, Bro. Charles Baker.
After a few rjleasant visits in t h e
Vaughn district,wemet on the eve of t h e
25th in their place of worship and though
notice was short and the evening dark, a
fair assembly gathered, we trust, to the
benefit of all. The following two services
were held in the Markham church where
large assemblies were gathered. After a
reunion and blessed fellowship in t h e
spirit, we here also had to take the parting hand, believing their faces are
turned toward the celestial hill, tyith
hearts burning for the "fulness of God. ' r
On the 28th we were met at Niagara
Palls by Brother P. Climanhaga who
conveyed us to his own home at Stevens-ville.where over Sundav.in the surround-
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ing vicinity meetings were held: also
and some dissapointments, but are not
MISSIONARY.
very well attended with intense interest.
these all BLESSINGS if they draw us closer
While here we also enjoyed t h e blessed
to Him and give us a little clearer view
"The field is the world."—Matt. 13:38.
fellowship with the saints, this being
of His matchless grace? October 22,
"Go ye into all the world and pre&ch the
the last place in Canada and to my wife gospel
1896, we drove up to the old dilapidated
to every creature."—Mark 16:15.
the first visit to Ontario. We here met
walls of what is now our Mission station:
"For the Son of man is come to save that
with the parents of our daughter-in-law, which was lost."—Matt. 18:11.
no VISIBLE "Means of support," no
wife of J. H. Engle. together with her
material IN SIGHT with which to repair
many relatives. We are glad to give a
the building, no team, household goods
THY BKOTHER.
word of encouragement to the many
ninety miles away at the railroad,—what
earnest workers of Canada whose hearts
was to be done? To whom could we go?
When the harvest-sheaves in-gathered
are enlarged, and enlarging, toward t h e
Oh, dear reader, that Friend who loved
Fill thy barns with store,
great work of soul-saving.
and had compassion on these poor people
To thy Sod and to thy brother,
had said to us away back in the Kansas
The Lord has already done a great
Give the more.
City home, "Go—And lo I am with you;''
work for the people of Canada, and we
If thy soul, with power uplifted,
and not only so, but He has supplied t h e
feel confident still a greater will be
Yearns for glorious deed—
grace a t every step of the way,—not one
lavished upon them as they widen out
Give thy strength to serve thy brother
burden has been borne, not a day's sickfor God.
In his need.
ness endured, not a dissapointment or
Monday morning, November 1st,
trial (if faith, but His blessed presence
Brother P. Climanhaga with wife volunHast thou borne a secret sorrow
has been so real t h a t we could truly say,
teered to convey us to Clarence Center,
In thy lonely breast?
" H e is a-very PRESENT H E L P . " T O His
IN". Y., a point we thought unable to in- Take to thee thy sorrowing brother
praise let us relate one incident which
clude in our visit. Notwithstanding the
For a guest.
brought a blessing to our hearts. One
rain, the journe}' and the visit with the.
Saturday night found us with nothing
brethren and sisters a t Clarence was to Share with him thy brfad of blessing,
but flour in the house, and i t looked as
Sorrow"s burden share:
us a very encouraging one. Visiting
though we would have a bread and water
Bros. Daniel Heise, Peter Rodes, and When thy heart enfolds a brother,
diet over Lord's Day; just at dark an old
others, our surprise was to see t h e God is there.
Indian woman came in with a nice leg of
—Exchange.
number collected in the house of worship,
mutton and laid i t on t h e table; we of
t h e rain having been such as to make
Under "Missions to the Indians," W. course supposed she had brought it for
the propriety of goingat all questionable.
R. Johnson, of Tuba, Arizona, in t h esale, which was quite a common ocTuesday 4 p. m., we left Buffalo, arOctober Gospel Message, writes: Another curance, and told her we did not wish to
riving safely a t Harrisburg, Pa.3:35 ;!. m.,
month of testimony and service has buy. She told us it was not for sale,
Wednesday t h e 3rd of November. O u r
passed with just enough difficulties and t h a t she had brought it to give to us.
visit was truly encouraging; failing no
trial of our faith to keep us close to t h e "Your heavenly Father knoweth t h a t ye
connections, enjoying health, and above
precious side of the Lord. As the days have, need of all these things." Beloved
all t h e blessed fellowship of the spirit,
go by and we become better acquainted friends, let us sound His praise. H e
more and inore confirmed in t h e Divine
with the people we see the great inroads abideth faithful and cares for every
call to the'foreign field. May t h e Lord
t h a t sin has made and with what a ter- detail of our onward march.
bless the home church for their words of
rible grip Satan holds on to his victims.
encouragement and liberal bounties; as
But praise and honor to the name of Jewell also t h e church in Canada and
EVANGELIZATION OF AFRICA.
sus " T h e Lion of the tribe of J u d a h " is
Clarence, N. Y.. who all with a united
able to break every chain and liberate
N (.pinion from outside one's own
voice, burning hearts, and bountiful supall who are willing to trust Him. We
sphere of action and influence and
port have said, ''Speed away on your
found on visiting t h e "Hogan" of one from a person of judgment and who is in
mission of light." "Blest be the t i e
Navajo in whom we. had been much in- position to form opinion, is often worth
t h a t binds." (735). Yours in hope of
terested, t h a t he had three wives. They much. The promoters of the Missionary
the Resurrection,
were very kind to us; when they saw us enterprises of the Christian world will do
J E S S E AND ELIZABETH E N G L E .
cjming they swept off a place and spread well to study the comments of Henry M.
down a blanket for us to sit on, "And did Stanley which incidentally appear in his
Macmillan, speaking about "The Force
many things and heard us gladly," like extended review of Twenty-five Years'
of Habit," say: How easy it is to tear a
Herod of old. B u t when we punctured Progress in Equatorial Africa, published
piece of paper along the line in which it
the abcess of sin in his poor life he was in the October number of The Atlantic
has been originally folded! How easy i t
ready to turn away. We praise God for Monthly, and having a bearing on Misis for a second temptation to overcome
one now and then who seems to be just sionary work in that continent.
when the first has been yielded to! .A
reaching out after something to satisfy
The story of the inception, founding
sin t h a t has once gained the victory over
his tired heart. But dear frinds as you and success of the Uganda Mission has
our moral nature, and destroyed its
pray for us remember t h a t these people chapters as thrilling as those of any
straightness and smoothness, so t h a t
are not only living in sin b u t LOVE SIN, novel of the century, and yet they have
when t h e temptation comes a second
and nothing short of Divine power will not all been written. The appeal for its
time, seeks t h e weak point which it
be able to rescue them. * * * As we founding, sent by Stanley to England,
had formerly made, and along t h a t line
now near the close of our first year we rec- was baptized in blood and carnage on its
of least resistance we are turned from
ognize in our Father's leading very way, but the result has been glorious and
our righteous principles and strong remany things t h a t call forth praise t o surprising.
solution.
Him in the highest key. I t is true he
In fact it was owing to Missionary
has permitted some serious sickness to
"He who does his best will scon be overtake us, not a few trials of our faith, effort more than to any other one cause
that Africa became a field of modern
able to do better."
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enterprise to which the nations of Europe
have lent the resources and energies of
civilization, and the name of Livingston
was a word t h a t has charmed into
activity and helpfulness many a Scotchman whose money and muscle have since
found a mission in making t h e waste
places glad.
Stanley speaks of both Protestant and
Catholic sucesses in Missionary work;
and mentions four steamers belonging to
Protestant and three belonging to Catholic Missionaries; and says in a concluding
sentence on the Uganda Mission work:
"The number of converts has become so
formidable t h a t it would task the powers
of one hundred white Missionaries to
organize, develop and supervise them
properly." This be i t remembered, after
only twenty years of labor.
In t h e Cango state, Missionaries are
now established a t sixty-seven stations;
the larger number belong to t h e Catholics, through whom about 5,000 children
receive instruction. The Protestant also
have been singularly successful and
have made a great number of converts.
Prom results in East and West Africa
one is inclined to think t h a t a Mission
makes scarcely any serious impression on
the native mind before the sixth year of
Work; but there have been several remarkable instances of wholesale conversion in a later period.
In Congo Francaise, French missionaries have established twenty schools and
have 1,000 pupils.
In German East
Africa, there are seven Protestant and
three Roman Catholic Missionaries, and
Mr. Stanley pays a glowing tribute to
Bismark and his policy which paved t h e
way to British aggressions and had a
benificial influence on England, which
through Lord Salisbury saved for Britian's
sphere of Christianizing work a small
portion of East Africa.
In considering t h e British Central
African protectorate, Mr. Stanley says:
TheLivingstonia Free Church Mission
planted itself atBlantyre as early as 1875:
the church of Scotland Mission followed
in 187(i; then came the Dutch Reformed
church in 1889, t h e Zambesi industrial
Mission in 1892, and the Baptist industrial mission t h e same year. Altogether,
there are now thirty-six white clergymen and five white women teachers, who,
with 1,291 native teachers, conduct fiftyfive schools in which 6,000 children are
taught.
The beautiful church a t Blantyre built
by native labor; t h e stone and brick
Mission buildings by Lake Tanganyika;
the extensive establishments in brick on
the Upper Congo by t h e Bangalas, who
fourteen years ago were fierce cannibals;
the shipyards of Leopoldvillo. where

natives have turned out forty-five steel saved. But how can I come to Him if I
steamers; t h e route from t h e coast to can not see Him?"
Uganda, which up to four years ago re- "Did you not ask me to get you a drink
quired five months to journey, now of water last night?" replied the mother.
traversed by bicycles in twenty-one days;
"Yes, mamma."
in place of public murders to t h e esti"Did you see me when you asked me?"
mated number of 1,000,000 a year; 540
"No; but I knew you would hear and
Missions, schools and churches, and as get i t for me."
many little military forts planted across
"Well t h a t is just the way to come t o
the continent, and 119,075 Christians Jesus. We can not see Him, b u t we
adjacent—all these answer t h e question know He is near us and hears every word
" W h a t hath God wrought?"
we say, and t h a t He will get us what we
"They also give a prophetic vision of need."—United Presbyterian.'
the time, not so far distant when Africa,
HINTS FOE BOYS.
neglected for so long, shall as f ally enjoy
the blessings of freedom, peace and
GENTLEMAN advertised for a boy
prosperity, as any of her sister contito assist him in his office, and nearly
nents."—Northern Christian Advocate.
fifty applicants presented themselves before him. Out of the whole number he
selected one and dismissed t h e rest. " I
OUR YOUTH.
should like to know," said a friend, "on
what grounds you selected t h a t boy
CHAEAOTEK IS MOEE THAN EEPOTATION.
"But the path of the just is as the shining without a single recommendation!" "You
light, that shineth more and m er e unto the are mistaken,"said t h e gentleman, '-he
perfect day."—Prov. 4:18.
has a great many. l i e wiped his feet
when he came in, and closed t h e door
after him, showing t h a t he was careful,
LITTLE MAIDENS.
gave up his seat to t h a t lame old man,
How should little maidens grow
showing t h a t he was kind and thoughtful;
When they're ten and over ?
he took off his cap when he came in,
In the sunshine and the air,
answered my questions promptly and
Welcome, simple, fresh and fair
respectfully, showing t h a t he was polite
As the bonny daisies blow,
and gentlemanly; he picked up a book,
And the happy clover.
which I had purposely laid on the floor,
and replaced i t on t h e table, while all
How should little lassies speak,
When they're ten and over?
the rest stepped over it or shoved it aside;
As the birds do, and the tees,
and he waited quietly for his turn, inSinging through the flowers and trees
stead of pushing or crowding. When I
Till each mortal fain would seek
talked to him I noticed t h a t his clothes
The merry-hearted rover.
were carefully brushed, hair in nice order,
and his teeth as white as milk; and when
How about her eyes and ears
he
wrote his name I noticed t h a t his
At this stage of growing?
finger nails wore clean, instead of being
Like the clear, unclouded skies,
tipped with jet, like t h a t handsome litNot too doubtful nor too wise,
tle fellow's, in t h e blue jacket. Don't
So that al! she sees and hears
you
call these letters of rcommendation?
May be worth the knowing.
•
I do; and I would give more for what I
And the little maiden's heart?
can tell about a boy by using my eyes
Ah, for that we're praying;
ten minutes t h a n all the letters of recomThat it strong and pure may grow;
mendation he can give me."—Scientific
God, who loveth children so,
American.

A

Keep her from all guile apart,
Through life's mazes straying!
—Journal of Education.

KEEP YOTJE EYES OPEN.

E wide-awake, boys, and see all there
is to be seen. Learn to notice everyCOMING TO JESUS.
thing. If you form a habit of close
WO little girls were coming home observation now, you will be a thousand
from Sunday School, and during their times repaid as you go through life.
Did you ever hear t h e story of t h e
walk they talked of what their teacher
had said. I t was about "coming to Je- young prince who easily rode a restive
sus." The more they talked t h e more horse which all his f a t h e r s courtiers
perplexed they became; but on reaching had tried in vain to manage? I t was a
their home, they a t once went t o their beautiful animal, but so fierce and unmother, and this is a part of the conver- governable t h a t no one. was able to mount
him. The prince, who had been standsation t h a t took place:
"Mamma, our teacher told us to-day ing by, saw what no one else had noticed,
we must come to Jesus if we want to be that t h e horse was afraid of his own
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shadow, and going up to Mm, turned
his head toward the sun, so t h a t he could
not see t h e shadow, and spoke soothingly to him and stroked him gently until
he was quieted. He then mounted and
rode him with perfect ease.
Any one of t h e men might have done
t h e same, b u t none of them were observ a n t enough t o find w h a t caused t h e
trouble.
The prince afterwards became Alexander t h e Great, and t h e horse was
his famous steed, Bucephalus.
I t is
probable t h a t t h e power of observation
was one of t h e qualities which made
Alexander t h e great general and conqueror he was.
People who go through t h e world without their eyes open lose a great deal of
pleasure, as well as many opportunities
to advance their own interests and to be
of use to others.—Church Advocate.
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The greatness of England's power appears
strikingly in its omnipresence. If a revolt
breaks out in Rhodesia, British soldiers are
at hand; if heathen kings on the Upper Niger
make raids, an armed English expedition is
on their track within twenty-four hours; if
King Mwanga conspires against English interests in Uganda, he soon finds himself a
fugitive before an English army; if an Arab
prince aspires to the sultanate in Zanzibar, a
British gunboat c i t s short his dream; if the
Afridis rebel on the northwest borders of India, British troops are there to beat them
into submission. There is no government
like the English Government in its roundthe-world alertness.—Ex.

UR modern critics tell us that "Abraham
never lived," but the Jew lives; account
for him. They tell us that "Moses never
wrote," but the Jewish literature exists; account for it. The principles of our Declaration of Independence and the modified socialism of the latest statute, all lie imbedded in
that literature; wipe out the father of the
faithful and the lawgiver of the nation, but
account for the indestructibility of both race
and principle if you can. P u t this people
out of the category of the "elect," the "peculiar people," and then acconnt for the fact
that other nations are but water and this
The Bible work in Russiais largely carried
people is rock.
on by the Russian Bible society through the
For eighteen centuries he has had no assistance of the American Bible society. I n
country, no sceptre, no home. And yet be- a recent letter to the society acknowledging
hind every throne in Europe he stands a fig- the assistance of the past year, reference is
ure, silent, immobile, supreme. He is girded made to the very effective work in Siberia.
WHAT IS EDUCATION?
with no sword; yet his word makes war or The prisoners en route to the places of exile
ACATION is over and school has be- establishes peace; for he holds the key to the were met and supplied with Scriptures, in
gun. School rooms are filled with money-chest of czar, or kaiser, or queen. In many instances greatly to their delight. T h e
merry boys and girls who will, by their philosophy he has given us Spinoza; in mu- completion of the Siberian railway is looked
diligence or neglect, make or mar, t h e sic, Mendelssohn; in statesmanship, Disraeli. forward to with great hope as making the
now fair pages in t h e unwritten history When the Christian church had misread its Bible work much less expensive, more easy
During the sixteen
of their lives. T h e idea we hold as to own annals, Neander, a Jewish proselyte, re- and more effective.
just what an education is, will determine wrote the story of the growing kingdom. years past 171,000 copies of the Scriptures
When Christian scholars had groped darkly have been distributed in Asiatic Russia
how we spend t h e precious moments.
An education is not the filling of t h e after the facts of eastern life in the Messiah's through the assistance of the imerican Bible
head with facts of history, arithmetic, day, Edershelm, son of a converted Jew, Society, while the number thus distributed
grammar, etc., though many seem to gave to the world an incomparable life of in the whole Empire is over half a million.—
t h i n k t h i s is an education and stuff Jesus. There is not a department of modern Independent.
themselves and their pupils with facts. experience in which he fails to excel. He is
not merely some deathless shade; he is a livThey are only stuffed facts and the holder
Under "A Fact" The Advance gives the foling personality, virile, aggressive, triumdoes not know how to use t h e knowledge
lowing significaat .statements: On a vast
phant.
he has gained. T h e facts in themselves
plain the 350,000,000 subjects of Queen Vicare not what are sought after, b u t a
Yet with all these wonderful qualities he toria are assembled before her throne and on
means to an end.
still remains in each land an exile, in every a table near her throne are the five sacred
One is educated when t h e entire being, place an alien. Loyal to the constitution of books of the East: the Bible, the Vedas, the
mind, soul, and body are under perfect his adopted country, doubtless, he never has Koran, the Tripitakas, and the Zend Avesta.
control of t h e will and t h e will is under the consciousness of one born to the soil as Rising from her throne the Queen says: "Let
perfect control of t h e Sovereign of t h e well as on it. He rises superior to every fact all those who believe in the Divine inspiraUniverse. We may have much book except himself. He is dominated by his own tion of the Vedas take their sacred books and
knowledge and still be uneducated. Boys indomitable personality; he cannot getaway pass out and away." Two hundred millions
and girls, get this idea in your mind; from himself, and he chafes under his own go out, and 150,000,000 remain. Sadly the
Christian Queen again speaks: "Let those
firmly settled in your heart, be patient self-perpetuated limitations.
who believe in the Koran now leave." Her
in acquiring t h e knowledge of books,
All this strangely contradictory life is
make t h a t knowledge a part of your self; foretold in the Bible: Whenever that word grief increases as 60,000,000 more go out,
Again she
train the mind to do w h a t t h e will sets was written, by whomsoever it was panned, and b u t 90,000,000 remain.
i t to do, train t h e heart to feel kindly, it foretells this imperishable, this invincible, speaks, and again there is an exodus of those
tenderly, and to act from principles of this unsatisfying life. It foretells at once his who believe in the Tripitaka, the sacred book
righteousness and t r u t h ; teach the hand preeminence and his captivity. He is at once of the Buddhists, and in the Zend Avesta,
to work a t honest toil.
"chosen" and "rejected." Without a throne, the Parsee Bible—40,000,000 more. Out of
The head to think, t h e heart to feel, or a temple, or a home, he rules, and wor- the 350,000,000 only 50,000,000 remain who
t h e hand to work.
When THIS is done ships, and dwells. He is a living witness t o accept the Scriptures of the Old and New
and all p u t under Divine direction we the truth of the sacred Scriptures, the inspi- Testaments as their Bible; and only a part
are educated.—The Guide.
ration of the prophets, the purposes yet to of these are heart believers in God's Book.
be wrought out. He is "the miracle of his- This parable shows that the disciples of Jesus
Make use of time if thou lovest eterwill have much to do before it can be said
nity; know yesterday cannot be recalled tory," and no one can study the facts of his
to-morrow cannot be assured: to-day is past and present without new confidence in that the glad tidings have been made known
only thine, which, if thou procrastinate, the Word of God, and gratitude for the as- to every creature, We need be in no doul t
thou losest; which lost, is lost forever; surance of St. Paul, that in the fullness of as to which of these five sacred books will
one to-day is worth two to-morrows.—En- time, "Israel shall be brought in."—The In- ultimately triumph.
chiridion.
terior.
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The following from the Martinsburg, (Pa.) are frequently informed that the world is
A writer in the Spirit of Missions say that,
as a result of the Turkish persecutions in Herald is significant of our times:—"Many growing better, but the proof is seldom ofArmenia within the last two years, 2,508 vil- preachers and teachers delight t o inform us fered. The opposite would be more easily
lages have been plundered and destroyed; 568 that "the spirit of universal peace is swaying supported. In studying transactions of our
churches and 77 monasteries have been sacked the world," and "war shall soon be heard of own country as they daily transpire, I am led
and ruined; 328 churches have been convert- no more." Nice talk; but let us compare to believe that Christianity has lost its hold
ed into Mohammedan mosques, while 200 these words with stern facts and the true on the morals of man, chiefly through the
priests and pastors and 125,000 other Ar- spirit of the times. Never has there been ever increasing greed . for money and posimenians have been slaughtered. And yetsuch a tendency toward militarism as there tion. Boys forging checks upon their fathnothing effective has been done by the Pow- is to-day. The military spirit i* all-pervad- ers to obtain money with which to cut a
ers of Europe and other Christian nations t o ing in the World and alas, in the Church. swell; girls selling their virtue in order to obinsure that the same scenes will not be re- The children of the public school, the chil- tain silk -dresses and diamond rings; men
peated within t h e next two years. Such dren of the private school and the children transferring their property in order to cheat
things lead one to inquire whether this is of the Sunday-school—Protestant and Catho- their creditors out of their just dues; womer
really the last decade of the nineteenth cen- lic, are being trained in t h e arts of war. deserting their husband and little children t o
tury, or whether the shadow on the dial of Take the largest American centre of popula- parade the streets at unseemly hours in the
time has not returned backward a decade of tion, the city of New York, which alone has night; public officials selling their influence
centuries and left us in the midst of the Dark an army of 25,000 school boys. On Grant for a stated sum of money; others making
memorial day a part of this army marched fraudulent contrac!s at enormously high figAges.—Ex.
in the great parade, carrying their muskets, ures and dividing the spoils thus secured
with flags on which wore inscribed the con- from an already over-taxed populace; attorBrother G. tells me there is no little trouble tradictory words, "we are for peace." While neys making loans for patrons and pocketing
arising among the Friends, with whom he is one could but wonder at the sight of this all the collections; soldiers drawing $>36 per
associated in philanthropic, and more deeply military tendency on t h e part of the public month from the Government and robbing
spiritual work, over the Higher Criticism school in a Nation whose boast has been that widows and orphans as a profession; trusted
question that crept into the churches in En-, its strength lay in justice and intelligence agents riding high horses at the expense of
gland. Some men who in the past have and not in the force of arms, yet that won- newsboys' savings and washerwomans' earnstood on the side of right and truth are now der changed to amazement, when the gleam- ings; strong and hf alt.hy men riding about
taking grounds that only parts of the Word ing, glistening bayonets of the Church ar- the country detaining industrious m»n from
of God are inspired, and they are at present mies passed by. Among them were the Bap- work and seeking an opportunity to fleece
getting out a new Bible in which the parts of tists' Boys' Brigade, Methodist Episcopal Ep- them out of the proceeds of their toil; preachthe New Testament that they claim are in- worth Guards, Episcopal Church Temperance ers in the pulpit on Sunday as an example of
spired will be in one colored ink, and the un- Legion, Hebrew Orphan Asylum Cadets, St. good morals and playing the part of a liberinspired parts in another color. Theosophy Francis Xaiver (Jesuit) Cadets, Our Lady of tine the rest of the week; husbands spending
has had it's run here and died out, now this Sorrows (Catholic) Cadets, Hibernian Rifles the heritage of their wives in houses of illnew phase is having i t s course. Brother G. (Catholic church military companies) and fame; porteges taking the livf s of their bensays that Englishmen would not go t o hear many other religious organizations present- efactors for a few paltry dollars. The world
an Ingersoll now, but they go to their church- ing an armed appearance. Now let us turn may be growing better, but it seems that the
es and listen to men, who, under the garb of to the "Christian nations" of Europe. There people in it are not improving very rapidly
religion, teach fatal errors and inculcate we find the situation appalling. More than in all that goes to make true and noble meu
Satanic doctrines. Well is not this one of twenty-One millions of trained soldiers stand and women. The whole trouble appears t o
the signs of the times?—Mary F, Leach, in ready to march into the battle of Armageddon grow out of the greed for wealth and the deVanguard.
and empty their veiDS into its crimson flood. sire to secure wealth without giving honest
Sea and strait, harbor and river, groan be- return for it. There are too many who look
The Czar has become a reformer. It is neath a navy numbering more than two upon honest labor as beneath their dignity
announced from London that he has deter- thousand ships and carrying more than twen- and they seek every means known to unmined to abolish punishment by exile to Si- ty thousand guns. Remember all this tre- scrupulous examples to obtain means withberia, and so one great horror will cease. He mendous armament is maintained by "Chris- out toil. When a man gets it into his head
has prohibited labor on the £ a b b a t h and the tian nations," not to defend themselves that it is better to cheat and steal and emfourteen feast days; eleven hours are made against the "heathen," but against each other bezzle, r o b , or murder, than to do honest
the maximum working day for adults, and in their covetous scramble for each other's labor, he has outlived this world and should
eight for children, Saturday t o be one hour territory and for the territory of the heathen. lose no time in getting into the next. Labor
shorter; the children of mixed marriages The cost of all this—more than nine hundred is no less honorable at this time than i t was
may be br.ought up in the faith of their par- million dollars—is wrung from the people by- when Cincinnatus resigned the greatest office
ents, sons with their fathers and daughters taxation. T h e poor man's bread must be within the gift of his countrymen, t o retire
with their mothers; in Poland the restric- divided with the government to make and to his farm and s«ek the reward of individual
tions against the Roman Catholic faith are maintain war machinery before he divides it efforts. But let a man at this time get-office
removed; municipal government is restored with his children. As a result the masses are and ever thereafter he has an itching $esire
to the towns from which i t was taken over growing restless. The struggle for bread is to be fed at public expense and rather than
thirty years ago; councils are established as growing fiercer every hour, and pinching go back to honest labor he is willing to rein Russia; Polish history may be taught and poverty is eclipsing all thoughts of the sort to almost anything."
a monument to the great Polish poet, Mickie- Prince of Peace. And yet men tell us we are
wicz, has been permitted, the censorship of in the dawn of the millennium, with all this
the press haB been so much relaxed that there spirit of militaryism abroad in the world.
"Agitation for Sunday legislation is inis greater freedom than in Russia. Thus by
creasing in the same proportion that the
clemency and righteousness he has reconThe following clipping from the Newport spiritual power of the Church is decreasing—
ciled Poland. Russia is coming to the front
Neivs under "Is the World Growing Better" a parallel to the condition of the popular
in more ways than one.—Ex.
will furnish food for the thoughtful: "We Church in the days of Constantine."

